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This thesis deals with the intersection of Didactics and EFL to activate the perception 
channels for vocabulary acquisition. The researcher works as an English teacher for 
secondary school which requires students to attain strong background in language. 
Trying to meet this need, this action research study was carried out so that students 
could have the opportunity to activate their perception channels for developing lexicon 
retention in tenth graders. This qualitative action research used an interview, a self-
evaluation format, an entry-test and an exit-test, and student’s artifacts to obtain 
information on what happened during and after the implementation and how the 
participants felt about this experience, as data collection instruments. 
 
 CONTENIDO 
 
INTRODUCCIÓN 
It is important to implement a methodological proposal grounded on a didactic 
unit that enhances tenth grade students to acquire as much contextualized lexicon as 
possible, using their perception channels; at the same time, as teachers, to communicate 
our knowledge through innovation, different spaces, and environments in order to 
produce generational changes in the language acquisition process.  
JUSTIFICACIÓN 
This research is significant due to the importance to recognize that 10th grade is a transition 
course, in which students must be able to use a specific level of lexicon stored in their minds. 
To enhance learners to use strategies and techniques that lead them to transfer a list of words 
from short to long-term memory contextualized lexicon retaining; considering that this could 
be the first step to understand the language itself, and in that sense, learning for life could 
open their minds to new worlds and perspectives. 
PROBLEMA 
The increasing need to develop a pedagogical proposal based on a didactic unit that 
helps students to retrieve, recall, and store lexicon in long-term memory. 
OBJETIVO GENERAL 
To find out the effect of the implementation of a didactic unit based on students’ 
perception channels, to transfer a list of words from short-term memory to long-term 
memory lexicon retention. 
 
OBJETIVOS ESPECÍFICOS 
 To analyze theoretical foundations of cognitive development and 
perception’s channels. 
 To identify long-term lexicon retention difficulties that affect the 
learning of English. 
 To design a didactic unit to transfer students to long term lexicon 
retention through their perception’s channels 
 To implement and evaluate the proposal. 
 
MARCO TEÓRICO 
To acquire vocabulary for long term memory taking into account students’ perception 
channels and Task-Based Learning as the most appropriate approach are the constructs  
for this research because they show a real process in which students are able to realize 
about their progress in language, at the same time they can reflect on their weaknesses 
and improve over them. It is also an adequate process to get the objectives that give 
notable opportunities to recall useful vocabulary not only to the students but also to the 
teacher-researcher to reflect on the steps to follow, how to help them to improve in 
their skills, and present the expected result.  
MARCO LEGAL 
To identify the study object characteristics, the following official documents were 
analyzed in order to feed this research and analyze some important aspects that involve 
the English teaching and learning process. Since the concept that English is the 
language that can open the door to numerous opportunities in this globalized world, it is 
relevant to consider this legal information. 
Educational Law 115. 
El Plan Nacional de Bilinguismo. 
METODOLOGÍA 
A detailed description of the pedagogical implementation is described in the 
following section. The project consisted of five lessons planned based on the didactic 
unit development, each lesson with different sections developed especially for the 
intervention. Each one of them consisted of different tasks according to students’ 
preferences (visual, auditory, and kinesthetic). The lesson plans used in the classes 
during the pedagogical intervention were based on the tasks proposed on the didactic 
unit in order to enhance students to increase their vocabulary using their preferences.  
 
RESULTADOS 
 Didactic unit as a valuable tool to enrich vocabulary. 
 Usefulness of tasks based on Perception channels and resources. 
 The students felt good about their progress and results. 
 Motivation, commitment, responsibility and interaction. 
 Positive self-Perception. 
 Improvement in Vocabulary Acquisition. 
 The proposal was a meaningful tool. 
 High level of engagement. 
 Internalization of vocabulary.(meaningful contexts) 
 Motivation, responsibility and commitment. 
 Minimization of anxiety. 
 Use of different strategies. 
 Linguistic and social development. 
 The visual students referred to work better individually. 
 The auditory students identified the facility to develop listening exercises. 
 The kinesthetic Ss recognized the contact with their partners and interpersonal 
relationships. 
 Ss overcome significantly oral difficulties, it is still the main aspect to continue 
working on. 
CONCLUSIONES 
• The effect of the implementation of the Didactic unit on twenty five tenth grade 
students’ according to their perception channels, increased their vocabulary 
retention in long term memory. 
• Learners’ vocabulary retention improved significantly, mainly because they 
were involved in TBL that lead them to achieve goals into enjoyable, 
meaningful and contextualized activities, that at the same time, enhanced their 
creativity and responsibility, which resulted successful in achieving goals in 
learning vocabulary. 
• Being aware of their preferences and the strategies they used in order to retrieve 
words in context had a positive effect in the final results. 
• Assessing their own process and being the center of their learning was a 
relevant aspect in this study.  
• Interaction, motivation, commitment, responsibility and team work were 
important aspects showed during the implementation. Language and social 
development. 
• The students recognized the importance of the language abilities which were 
also developed in this process. Although they overcome significantly oral 
difficulties, it is the main aspect to continue working on. 
RECOMENDACIONES 
• To incorporate learning strategies in the school that benefit effectively the 
improvement of English level. 
• To implement strategies to teach vocabulary that benefit our EFL pedagogical 
practices. 
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Abstract 
 
This thesis deals with the intersection of Didactics and EFL to activate the perception 
channels for vocabulary acquisition. The researcher works as an English teacher for 
secondary school which requires students to attain strong background in language. Trying 
to meet this need, this action research study was carried out so that students could have 
the opportunity to activate their perception channels for developing lexicon retention in 
tenth graders. This qualitative action research used an interview, a self-evaluation format, 
an entry-test and an exit-test, and student’s artifacts to obtain information on what 
happened during and after the implementation and how the participants felt about this 
experience, as data collection instruments. 
The implementation proposed for the students lasted three months. The intervention 
focused on a didactic unit that presented a balance between vocabulary acquisition 
techniques, perception channels, and Project-Based approaches.   
The positive results obtained from this study highlighted that enhancing students to 
recognize their perception channels provides them with lexicon learning opportunities and 
strategies to acquire, understand and retain vocabulary in context; at the same time, EFL 
students know the importance of English language acquisition as well as the significance 
of the lexicon when developing communicative skills. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of English language learning and teaching has increased in  
Colombia due to the greater standing given by the Ministry of Education with its National 
Program of Bilingualism 2004-2019 (MEN, 2005). One of the bases of the program is the 
definition of standards using the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages as a 
guideline for learning and assessment. This proposal was accepted by educational institutions in 
the country from all levels and backgrounds, in order to improve their pedagogical practice to 
increase quality in the language learning process while achieving national goals. Taking into 
account the different kinds of conditions in the educational context, the English teaching-
learning process should be re-evaluated.  
It is well known that, as teachers, many challenges in the classroom should be faced. One 
of the features that teachers have to deal with is the low long-term lexicon acquisition and 
retention. In 10th grade students at Kimy Pernía Domicó School, although they develop many 
kinds of projects and activities in the classroom setting, they do not seem to have strategies to 
retrieve, recall, and store lexicon in long-term memory. 
For this reason, it is important to implement a methodological proposal grounded on a 
didactic unit that enhances tenth grade students to acquire as much contextualized lexicon as 
possible, using their perception channels; at the same time, as teachers, to communicate our 
knowledge through innovation, different spaces, and environments in order to produce 
generational changes in the language acquisition process.  
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Student’s transference from short to long-term memory contextualized lexicon retention 
drives them to acquire the language through meaningful input in content. This research is about 
the importance of teaching and learning contextualized lexicon in long-term memory, which 
supports them to retain lexicon based on their perception channels, allowing them to recognize 
their preferences at the time of learning, getting better scores in different types of tests, and at the 
same time, learning for life; moreover, this research intends to motivate teachers to design and 
implement appropriate materials so that students acquire meaningful lexicon in this context into 
different contents. 
Accordingly, this research is relevant because of the important role of  lexicon 
acquisition. It is well known that lexicon is one of the crucial factors in learning English, and 
memory abilities are relevant in developing the strategies to acquire and retain the lexicon. That 
will be a tool to understand the language itself, not just for the moment but also for life; in this 
sense, the students’ perception channels could become in an opportunity that allows them to 
learn as much vocabulary as they can, in order to develop interpersonal communicative skills to 
be stored in long-term memory, fulfill some of the MEN expectations, to develop linguistic 
abilities, and to get higher scores in Pruebas Saber 11.  
Keeping in mind that one of the goals of the Plan Nacional de Bilinguismo (2006) is 
"making citizens able to communicate in English, so that they can be involved in the process of 
universal communication, in the global economy, in the cultural openness with internationally 
comparable standards", the English language could give students the opportunities and tools to 
be part of a globalized world, since this language opens students’ eyes to other possible scenarios 
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out of what they already know; at the same time, it could give them economic opportunities to 
improve their lives.  
Nevertheless, there is a contradiction between the goals proposed by the government and  
the school’s, since there are not enough proper conditions to achieve this tenth graders’ goal in 
the aforementioned institution, in which there are just three-hour English classes per week; the 
students are not taught English from the first stages of their academic lives, when it is supposed 
they learn lexicon more easily; there are not specialized teachers in primary school; and the 
resources are also quite limited which is not coherent to the MEN’s expectations. 
In order to carry out this study, the researcher decided to work with 25 students who 
constitute one of the three tenth grades in this school. Taking into consideration the context 
where this study was developed, the students arrive at 10th grade with no considerable strategies 
in order to retrieve and store the required lexicon expected in this course to develop the abilities 
of the language. Moreover, the idea is to develop pedagogical strategies to help minimize these 
difficulties; giving the students opportunities to improve their strategies to learn vocabulary that 
could be reflected in their language abilities performance. 
The theoretical foundation presents three constructs relevant to the current study: 
perception channels, vocabulary, and task-based learning, which were essential to design the 
didactic unit and learn the best teaching practice and successful strategies to teach vocabulary in 
context. It was necessary to design and apply some data collection instruments in order to obtain 
relevant information that could be crucial to show the results of the implementation at the end. In 
the diagnosis stage, I gathered valuable information from a questionnaire applied to twenty-five 
students who were classified based on their studying preferences and NLP model. The results 
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showed that eleven students are kinesthetic (44%); seven students are visual (28%), and (28%) of 
the students, which are seven, are auditory. It shows us that there is a balance between visual and 
auditory students and that there are more students which prefer learning through games that 
involve physical activity. 
In short, the research problem highlighted is the increasing need to develop a 
pedagogical proposal based on a didactic unit that helps students to retrieve, recall, and store 
lexicon in long-term memory; the research question is “How may a didactic unit based on 
student’s perception channels develop lexicon retention in tenth graders?”. The object of study 
of this research is the acquisition of lexicon for basic interpersonal communication skills 
(Cummins) to be stored in long-term memory, and the field of research is contextualized lexicon 
retention through students’ perceptions channels. 
In addition, the general objective proposed is to find out the effect of the implementation 
of a didactic unit based on students’ perception channels, to transfer a list of words from short-
term memory to long-term memory lexicon retention. 
Consequently, in order to reach the general objective, the researcher found it necessary to 
formulate the following specific objectives: 
o To analyze theoretical foundations of cognitive development and perception’s 
channels. 
o To identify long-term lexicon retention difficulties that affect the learning of 
English. 
o To design a didactic unit to transfer students to long term lexicon retention through 
their perception’s channels 
o To implement and evaluate the proposal. 
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After considering the above, I designed and implemented the proposal for three months in 
the second semester of the year 2017, in which students were given the opportunity to work 
considering their perception channels, to retrieve and recall contextualized lexicon in order 
to develop communicative skills. I evaluated the implementation and organized the results 
by presenting relevant aspects that emerged from the study. Finally, this paper will 
contribute to the necessity of supporting and fostering students at secondary school to make 
them strong on the current challenges for learning English as a foreign language.  
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JUSTIFICATION 
 
This research is significant due to the importance to recognize that 10th grade is a 
transition course, in which students must be able to use a specific level of lexicon stored in their 
minds. To enhance learners to use strategies and techniques that lead them to transfer a list of 
words from short to long-term memory contextualized lexicon retaining; considering that this 
could be the first step to understand the language itself, and in that sense, learning for life could 
open their minds to new worlds and perspectives. Besides, students are supposed to reach the 5th 
cycle, tenth and eleventh grades, with certain level of vocabulary in English, and in that way to 
fulfil the school expectations and the goals the students have in that course to achieve better 
proficiency in the language, improving the strategies and techniques that could enhance the 
proposal of developing long-term contextualized lexicon holding through different contexts, 
based on different contents; aiming to get higher scores in Pruebas Saber 11, which is one 
opportunity that learners, in this specific context, have to access to higher education.  
This research is also important for this school because of its social conditions, where the 
pupils feel in disadvantage with others talking about the globalized world where the 
opportunities are not easy to achieve; besides, they have not reached a good English level at the 
end of their high school because of students’ lack of processes. As a result, scores in Prueba 
Saber 11 have not been high enough so that they have the chance to get to higher education, 
which has become in an opportunity to study and become professional in order to grow as 
academic people, get a better life status, and at the same time to break all the chains that have 
tied them along their lives. It also intends to stimulate them in the sense that it is possible for 
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them to achieve all the goals they have in life, even to learn English in a pleasurable way and to 
motivate them to get to a higher level in the language. It might be the first step in order to 
develop their own evolution towards a world and society which have transformed as a 
consequence of great technological, social, economic, and politic changes.  
This research also contributes to designing and implementing a proposal based on a 
didactic unit, in order to support students in a school to retain vocabulary through a meaningful 
input, taking into account their perception channels and their context. Besides, it aims at 
generating a viable proposal to develop long-term vocabulary retaining and acquisition in school 
students in English, building a diagnosis about vocabulary retention in order to develop 
appropriate materials to evaluate English levels in long-term retention.  
Likewise, students received this training based on their preferences and strategies that 
worked best for them to promote lexicon, semantics, and pragmatics in which the meaning of the 
words and the development of conversations in context were the main core to maximize their 
knowledge and their skills.
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CHAPTER I. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Previous work 
 
In order to study the findings of relevant research reports regarding the main constructs of this 
research project, the author of this paper first read a doctoral thesis by Mayureen (2007). This 
research  aims  to  investigate  threefold:  1)  to  examine  and describe types of vocabulary 
learning strategies which Rajabhat University students reported  employing  in  order  to  deal  
with  their  vocabulary  learning;  2)  to  explore patterns  of  variations  in  frequency  of  
students’  reported  strategy  use  according  to gender  (male  and  female),  major  field  of  
study  (English,  science-oriented,  and  non-science-oriented), previous language  learning  
experience  (more  and  less),  type  of academic  programme  of  study  (regular  and  part-time),  
and  level  of  vocabulary proficiency (high, medium, and low); and 3) to investigate the 
relationships between frequency of students’ reported strategy use and the five independent 
variables. The research subjects under the present investigation were 1,481 undergraduate 
students studying  at  12  Rajabhat  Universities  in  academic  year  2006,  obtained  through  the 
multi-stage sampling.  Semi-structured interviews and a strategy questionnaire were used as the 
main statistical methods for data collection.  
The  findings  reveal  that  three  main  vocabulary  categories:  the  discovery  of  the 
meaning of new vocabulary items (DMV), the retention of the knowledge of newly learned 
vocabulary items (RKV), and the expansion of the knowledge of vocabulary (EKV)  were  
discovered  and  examined. Rajabhat University students, on a whole, reported medium 
frequency of strategy use for their vocabulary learning. The findings also reveal  that  frequency  
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of  students’  overall  reported  use  of  strategies  varied significantly  according  to  the  
examined  variables.  The factor  analysis  results show that seven factors were found strongly 
related to four examined variables, including gender  of  the  students,  major  field  of  study,  
previous  language  learning  experience and level of vocabulary proficiency. No factors were 
found to be related to the type of academic programme of study.  
 This study was significant to feed the current research because of it highlighted the 
importance of vocabulary acquisition in EFL and enhance the idea of teaching lexicon as the 
core of the language. It also motivated teachers to be aware of the importance that the role of 
strategies and techniques have in order to acquire contextualized lexicon. Mayureen (2007) 
stated that most language teachers have not fully recognized the advantages in developing an 
extensive amount of words. In the traditional approach of teaching vocabulary which is still 
dominant in the teaching context, it is often taught unsystematically in class and teachers tend to 
leave their students to learn vocabulary on their own without much instruction or guidance 
(Oxford & Scarcella, 1994). Language teachers should understand the importance that the lexis 
competence in the teaching-learning process has in order to develop better abilities and fruitful 
processes; besides, to provide students with different kind of strategies and techniques that help 
them to discover by themselves the better way in which they can acquire as much lexicon 
competence as possible. Unfortunately students are given long decontextualized lists of words in 
order to understand some readings or to translate and memorize but not to internalize the lexis to 
which they are exposed. That is why strategies must be generated in order to improve such 
vocabulary background. 
Second, the researcher read a study implemented with 2nd and 3rd-grade Honduran 
students in a Christian school. Students who lag in vocabulary development may not comprehend 
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what they read and are likely to perform poorly in their coursework, which may result in 
repeating the grade. The purpose of this casual comparative study was to determine if vocabulary 
squares strategy instruction resulted in greater word mastery for 2nd and 3rd-grade Honduran 
students than traditional vocabulary instruction. The control group (n = 16) received traditional 
vocabulary instruction, and the experimental group (n = 15) received vocabulary squares 
instruction for a period of 6 weeks. Analysis of gain score differences via an independent t test 
revealed no significant difference in word mastery. The length of time the strategy instruction 
was implemented may have been insufficient to affect word mastery. It is recommended that 
teachers employ the vocabulary squares strategy more frequently and over a longer period of 
time to determine if vocabulary squares strategy instruction results in greater word mastery than 
traditional instruction.  
This study was taken into account in this current research because it revealed that there 
are a number ways to help students improve their word knowledge through vocabulary strategy 
instruction. There are difficulties in countries where English is considered an important language 
but the conditions contradict this; nevertheless, this responsibility should be assumed by teachers 
that look for more research-supported vocabulary development strategies. 
The researcher also took into consideration a study conducted in three schools in 
Colombia. This study was aimed at exploring the effectiveness of two of Oxford’s (1990) 
memory strategies: Creating Mental Linkages and Applying images and sounds using the 
Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach (CALLA) in increasing learners’ vocabulary 
knowledge.  This research study was conducted with 98 11th-grade students in three different 
public schools in Colombia. The interventions consisted of eight sessions carried out during four 
months. An action research methodology was conducted in this study. A mixed-method approach 
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was used in order to collect qualitative and quantitative data through five instruments: three 
elicitation instruments (a pre-test, a post-test, and a questionnaire), and two introspective 
instruments (students’ journals and teachers’ journals). The results indicated that the 
implementation of the memory strategies significantly improved learners’ vocabulary knowledge 
as well as their interest and willingness to take an active role in their learning experience. The 
findings also displayed evidence that supports the assumption that the intervention helped the 
participants become more autonomous and responsible language learners. 
This research provided this current study in different ways, from the importance of 
teaching vocabulary in order to improve the language abilities performance, to inquiring 
different memory strategies to retain lexicon in the long term by using different methods and 
strategies that encourage learners to increase their interest and motivation, recognizing that 
learners learn in different ways as it is mentioned in this thesis. Noriega, et. al. (2014) stated that 
appropriate learning strategies result in improved proficiency and greater self-confidence. 
Similarly, regarding vocabulary learning, it is not easy for all learners to learn and acquire the 
meaning of new words, to store them in their memory and  recall  them  and so,  to  use  them  in  
appropriate  situations,  or  to expand their vocabulary size. In relation to this concept, it is 
important to lead learners to realize the most suitable way to acquire new words and internalize 
them according to their learning styles. 
English language teaching and learning in Colombian state schools involve particular 
contexts that demand innovative alternatives to address learners' needs and particular 
circumstances. That is why it is truly essential to enrich students to enjoy the process through 
different activities that they consider enjoyable and significant in their lives. These kinds of 
activities could help them to lower their anxiety levels.  
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 The research conducted by Sánchez (2013) describes the procedures and results of a 
research project on how implementing a self-monitoring strategy influences students' vocabulary 
learning and self-efficacy in a group of adolescent, English A1 learners from a state school. Data 
was gathered by the use of journal logs, a checklist, and oral and written interviews. The results 
show that the strategy was beneficial and provided significant results since the students initiated 
a process of reflection about the role they should take in vocabulary learning as well as the 
implications regarding the strengthening of their self-efficacy. 
This study was significant for this current research because of the context, level, and ages 
of the students. Findings indicate that feelings of satisfaction, confidence, and engagement allow 
the development of the learner's self-concept. Thus, individuals may see themselves as 
efficacious learners and obtain a clearer knowledge in relation to their capabilities, aspects that 
are relevant in the English teaching-learning process in disadvantaged contexts. At the same 
time, because it provides strategies in order to increase teenager learners’ vocabulary strategies 
to learn for life.  
Three articles were also taken into consideration because they reinforce the importance of 
learners’ preferences. One of the important articles that feed this research was conducted in order 
to analyze the prevalent learning styles (visual, auditory, and kinesthetic) among secondary 
students. A sample of 200 students of 9th, 10th, and 11th grades in Maharashtra state. This study 
revealed that kinesthetic learning style was found to be more prevalent than visual and auditory, 
and in this sense, they perform the language abilities better. 
This study is quite meaningful since the purpose of this current research is to activate 
students’ preferences in learning in order to enhance them to retrieve, recall, and store lexicon, 
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while enabling them to enjoy and feel comfortable when developing the tasks in order to achieve 
personal and group goals. 
The next research article was a study conducted with Iranian intermediate learners. It was 
a quantitative study implemented with 90 EFL learners in order to analyze visual cues and 
textual input-enhancement. The findings indicated that visual cues had a significant impact on 
vocabulary learning. 
In this relevant article, Mashhadi and Jamalifar (2015) mentioned that this can be 
attributed to the fact that traditionally it was believed that vocabulary knowledge can be gained 
incidentally in an automatic manner, so specification was made to other aspects of language such 
as grammar, reading, or speaking (Brown, 2009). Thus, it is thought that lexicon could be gained 
without teaching it, and without teaching many elements and techniques that could be relevant or 
important to enhance learners to discover the best way of getting the contextualized lexicon. 
Accordingly, some types of approaches, techniques, exercises, and practice have been suggested 
in the field to teach vocabulary (Schmitt, 2000), and it has been suggested that teaching lexicon 
should not only consist of teaching specific words but also intend at equipping learners with the 
necessary strategies to expand their vocabulary knowledge (Morin & Goebel, 2001).  
The study conducted by Abbas (2012), which the researcher considers pertinent for this 
research, mentions that while students use all their senses to take in information, they seem to 
have preferences in how they learn best. This study is an analysis of learning styles for a 
university in Iran. Over 100 students completed a questionnaire to determine their perception 
channels. The findings showed that most of the students were visual. The purpose of this study 
was to increase faculty awareness and understanding   the effect of learning styles on the 
teaching process. 
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For this study, it is relevant to mention that language learning styles and memory 
strategies into meaningful learning process are considered vital in lexis teaching and learning. 
(Nation, 2007). Thornbury (2002) has said that “teachers need to think of creative ways of 
developing an activity to ensure memorability” (p. 47).  This notion can be supported by stating 
that memory strategies are "powerful mental tools" for language. Increasing 10th graders lexicon 
through different instructions and activities proposed on a didactic unit that focuses its attention 
on their perception channels; activities centered on visual, auditory, and kinesthetic preferences;  
taking into consideration the way the learners better retain the information.  
In the same way, personality variables were taken into account, which is a really 
important feature in the context this research is taking place. The way the students feel according 
to their needs and the way they live influences directly in their academic development; for 
instance, the way they can make a transition to long-term vocabulary retention could be different 
in another context. Taking into account their learning styles and their individual differences, a 
pedagogical proposal intends to give a solution. 
In short, the authors above were concerned about vocabulary acquisition in an EFL 
learning process. They were especially interested in lexicon competences, highlighting the 
importance of perception channels while learning a language, and they conceived it as a means to 
enhance the understanding of English in context. Therefore, the studies are linked to this project, 
not only because they share the same constructs but also because they show successful results. 
Taking into account the problem, the research question, and the objectives set out, three 
main constructs have been defined, which support the whole research process: vocabulary 
acquisition, perception channels, and meaningful learning.  
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The current theoretical framework is the result of both the perspectives of the selected 
authors and the point of view of the researcher.  
 
1.2 Vocabulary 
 
According to Nandy (1994), “When we speak of a person’s vocabulary, we mean the words he or 
she knows and is able to use” (p. 1). In other words, according to Rubin and Thompson (1994), 
“One cannot speak, understand, read or write a foreign language without knowing a lot of words. 
Therefore, vocabulary learning is at the heart of mastering a foreign language” (p. 79). It means 
that learners should have the chance to be taught a considerable amount of words in order to 
develop the capacity to communicate their ideas, to understand the language itself through the 
abilities in a good way, and to generate thinking skills in the language. Knowing a considerable 
amount of words, the learners can open their point of view about many different things and 
transmit their thoughts through language. Moreover, Taylor (1992) states that “vocabulary 
permeates everything learners or language teachers do in an English language class, whichever 
skill or language point is being practiced” (p. 30). For that reason, it is imperative to develop the 
correct strategies and materials to enhance and motivate learners to acquire vocabulary.  
In the old days of language acquisition, vocabulary teaching and learning were given little 
importance (Alemi and Tayebi, 2011). However, today in some cases the scenario has not 
changed at all because grammar and other branches of the language seem to be more relevant. 
For this reason; it is important for this study to employ significant techniques in order to increase 
learners’ lexicon retention, enrich vocabulary processes, and strengthen them to develop their 
perception channels in order to reinforce the competence to use the language abilities in a proper 
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way. Vocabulary is a major component of language proficiency and provides a solid foundation 
for how well learners speak, listen, read, and write (Mashhadi, 2015); this way, students will 
develop their own concepts about life. 
Likewise, it is usual to say that understanding any language is impossible without 
knowing words whether in the spoken or the written forms (Hall, 2000; Schmitt, 2000; Hill, 
1997). Similarly, Nation (2001) considers the following: 
Speaking and writing are useful means of vocabulary development because they 
make learners focus on words in ways they do not have a while listening and 
reading. Having to speak and write encourages learners to listen like a speaker and 
read like a writer (p. 2). 
The purpose of this study is to enhance students to acquire lexicon in order to use 
properly the abilities of the language. Learners with large and rich vocabulary are believed to 
improve their listening, reading, speaking, writing, and thinking abilities (Smith 1998, p. 15). At 
the same time, Pikulski and Templeton (2004, p. 3) affirm that language learners who have large 
speaking vocabulary generally tend to have large listening, reading, and writing vocabulary, and 
vice versa. 
On the other hand, language learners with not enough amount of lexicon are at a 
disadvantage of increasing the abilities proficiency and do not demonstrate educational progress 
as well as it could make them frustrated about their learning process; that is to say, lexicon is the 
tool that can indicate learners’ learning. According to Nation (2001), learning vocabulary is an 
important part of acquisition into the system of knowledge, relevant in the way the students can 
understand the language itself, and to develop the abilities contextualizing words through 
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different activities in meaningful contents and context.  In the same sense, Kitajima (2001, p. 
470) affirms that without words that label objects, actions, and concepts, one cannot express 
intended meanings. It means that vocabulary learning  is of  great importance  since this is  a  key  
unit  in  building  up  skills  and  knowledge.  
Nandy (1994) states that “the more words one is able to use correctly, the better one will 
be able to express oneself easily and with self-confidence and to understand the world one lives 
in” (p. 1). Taking into account this concept, vocabulary is the tool to understand the world, and 
the correct use of it is the way and the means to express ideas and interpretation about it. For this 
reason, it is relevant to adequate strategies to make the lexicon teaching and learning process 
more resourceful so that students are able to be critical thinkers through language. However, to 
be able to use new words is not easy or simple; rather, it is a long and time-consuming process. 
For this reason, Lange (1998) states that “rather than viewing vocabulary items as a long and 
boring list of words, vocabulary is seen in its central role in contextualized, meaningful 
language” (p.42).  
According to these concepts and the experiences in the classroom, I realized that it was 
imperative to develop the right competences and strategies to get meaningful vocabulary, in 
order to enable students to achieve the proposed levels and goals in terms of acquisition. Nation 
(2001) says that “learning from meaningful-focused input cannot occur if there are lots of 
unknown words”. Therefore, implementing strategies, techniques, methods, or proposals that 
drive the students to acquire the words through meaningful input into meaningful contexts that 
lead them to use output skills in order to express their ideas, has become the central idea of this 
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study. That is why familiarizing students with vocabulary in content and context is quite relevant 
so that they do not feel frustrated and are able to participate and understand the subject of study.  
It is relevant that learners know the importance of the English acquisition as well as the 
significance of the lexicon as the central part of the language. In that sense, by having in mind 
goals for teaching and learning vocabulary, learners could better understand the importance of it 
in successful communication and comprehension. For language teachers, the goals are relevant 
because the lesson planning could be better organized and known in detail of what could be 
taught according to the learners’ needs, the content, school conditions, and implications; teachers 
can plan the tasks and the activities; it is useful and convenient for language learners because 
they can know from the beginning the content, the kind of lexicon, the number of words and the 
grammar focus. As stated by Cameron (2001), goals will result in learning achievements in the 
target language (pp. 28-29). Therefore, in a language classroom, learning goals and sub-goals 
must be set in a way that  they are  clear  and  appropriate  because  they  help  ensure  success  
and achievement at each learning step of the task as a whole.  
The goals of vocabulary instruction in context have to work in an interrelated way; by 
setting the goals, teachers can develop the strategies, techniques, and activities that better 
enhance the learners to develop the way they learn easily, and look for the best strategy to 
retrieve and recall all the lexicon they can in meaningful contents and contexts, highlighting the 
importance of gaining contextualized lexicon in order to perform in the language, and that this 
knowledge transcend in several aspects of language learners’ lives. 
For this study, it is imperative to find the correct strategies to achieve the goals proposed 
in the lessons, and at the same time, to increase the students’ vocabulary according to their 
perception channels. As stated by Miller and Gildea (1987), that is why language  learners  need  
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to  learn and  know  how  to  record, store,  and  practice  new  words  by  using  different  types  
of  vocabulary  learning strategies. Intaraprasert (2005) comments that this may be because one 
strategy may not be better than another, or no single strategy has been proved the best of all   (p.  
169). Rather, each strategy for vocabulary learning may be appropriate for its purpose (Oxford, 
1990; Schmitt, 2000). In this research, the students are able to use the appropriate strategies or 
the strategies that reinforce their preferences enhancing their own learning processes. Vocabulary  
learning  strategies  are  a  part  of language  learning  strategies which  in  turn  are  a  part  of  
general  learning  strategies  (Nation  2001,  p.  217). Cameron (2001) defines vocabulary 
learning strategies as “the actions that learners take to help themselves understand and remember 
vocabulary items” (p. 92).  Similarly, Intaraprasert (2004) has defined vocabulary learning 
strategies as “any set of techniques or learning behaviors, which language learners reported  
using  in  order  to  discover  the  meaning  of  a  new  word,  to  retain  the knowledge of newly-
learned words, and to expand their knowledge of vocabulary” (p. 9). 
In order to learn and acquire vocabulary and enlarge vocabulary size, learners deal with 
having to know a large number of words with their meanings or how to pronounce and use them  
correctly.  Language  learners  also need  to  deal  with a  wide  range  of  vocabulary learning  
strategies  and  every  language  learner  has  their  own  way   of learning vocabulary. At the 
same time, they have the opportunity to recognize their perception channels and the correct 
strategies to increase their lexicon. Good language learners are able to choose the most 
appropriate strategy.  
Scholars have different ways of classifying language learning strategies (Intaraprasert 
2004, p. 10). These classification systems give a crucial contribution to the knowledge of 
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vocabulary strategies. A taxonomy of kinds of vocabulary learning strategies offered by Nation 
(2001; 2005), classification is found relevant for the objective of this study. 
It was put together and then reclassified under three general classes of strategies as follows:  
Category 1 
Planning: (Choosing what to focus on and when to focus on it)  
• Choosing words 
• Choosing the aspects of word knowledge 
• Choosing strategies 
• Planning repetition  
 Category 2 
Sources: (Finding information about words)  
• Analyzing the word 
• Using word parts 
• Learning from word cards 
• Using context 
• Using a dictionary 
• Consulting a reference source in L1 and L2 
• Using parallels in L1and L2  
Category 3 
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Processes: (Establishing knowledge)  
• Noticing 
• Retrieving 
• Generating  
It could be assumed that the features for vocabulary learning strategies proposed by 
Nation (2001; 2005) involve both  cognitive  and  metacognitive  strategies  since  both  include  
a  wide  range  of strategies of different complexity. At the same time, each category reveals 
specific strategies; for instance: pictures, cards, diagrams, mnemonics, word grouping, semantic 
mapping (useful for visual students), listening stories, repetition, songs (useful for auditory 
learners),  imagery, role plays, charades, and games for kinesthetic students. 
To assess, vocabulary can be taught or learned effectively. It depends on the way the 
language teacher strategies enable the learners to acquire it and open their minds to continue 
expanding their lexicon. Always taking in mind to guide students in how to learn, retain, and use 
the acquired lexicon; how to pronounce and spell words correctly and clearly; how to discover 
and retain word meanings; how to practice or use them to express their thoughts, ideas, and 
feelings in appropriate situations; and how to expand their vocabulary so that they can improve 
their language skills day by day. 
 
1.3 Perception Channels 
 
Thinking about the school characteristics; it is required to understand the students’ 
perception channels in terms that the tendencies or preferences could develop the transition 
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better, from short to long-term memory contextualized lexicon competence retention. Teaching 
and learning vocabulary have gained increasing attention in the related course syllabi, in which 
developing efficient techniques and strategies that facilitate these processes are extremely 
significant in the second language pedagogy (Nation and Chung, 2009). According to this, the 
personality variables are really important in the context this research is taking place. The way the 
learners feel and live according to their needs, gives a huge direct influence on their academic 
development, taking into account their styles and their individual differences.  
For this reason, it is crucial to take in mind that adolescence is a central physical, 
psychological, and cognitive stage of life when students face many different changes. Among 
these changes, several emotional fluctuations are in the daily life. It is also combined with other 
factors such as self-esteem, aptitude, attitude, extroversion, introversion, and identity among 
many others. It appears that alternatives should be taken into consideration in order to make the 
teaching-learning process more effective and beneficial. Individuals draw on these intelligences, 
individually and corporately, to create products and solve problems that are relevant to the 
societies in which they live (Gardner, 1983, 1993, 1999, 2006b, 2006c). 
 Learners need to find suitable and effective ways to comprehend and retain knowledge of 
the target language. Besides,  as  a  major resource  for  language  use,   one  cannot  learn  a  
language  without  learning vocabulary  (Cameron  2001,  p. 94). Consequently, vocabulary 
learning is greatly important since the number of words are considered as the unit of thinking and 
knowledge. However, lexicon acquisition is not a simple matter; it is important to consider 
several strategies for acquiring and retrieve it in memory. Taking into account all of these 
reasons, for this research the student’s perception channels play a very important role in order to 
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stimulate learners to achieve the main goal, which is to acquire the lexicon proposed in class 
through different projects based on a didactic unit.  
Since learners may  encounter  new  words  in  a  variety  of  ways  in  the classroom 
through the teacher’s language, the language of other learners, or through learning materials, 
vocabulary has long been found as language learners’ big problem that obstructs their learning. 
Meara (1980; 1982) and Nation (2005) affirm that  many  of  language  learners’  difficulties in  
both  receptive  and  productive use  of  vocabulary  arise  from  their  inadequate  acquisition  of  
lexical  knowledge.  
That is why it is important to not just take into account student’s cognitive processes, but 
it is also central to consider their age, emotions, social context, prior knowledge, motivations, 
etc. in order to find out the best way they can overcome those difficulties with so that they can 
achieve the main goal: to learn the abilities of the target language by acquiring as much lexicon 
as they can. As it is mentioned before, not just for the language itself but also for their lives. 
Harmer (1991) and Schmitt (1997) affirm that introducing language learners to a wide range of 
strategies is very useful since they can choose the individual strategies that suit their individual 
learning styles. While we use all our senses to take information, we each seem to have 
preferences in how we learn best. In order to help all the students learn, we need to teach them as 
many of these preferences as possible (Cuaresma, 2008). It is crucial that teachers take into 
account this concept to develop the correct strategies, and also to enhance the learners to 
recognize their own effective tactics to get the language and the contextualized lexicon. If the 
teachers and learners discover all of those singularities, then the learner can be recognized as an 
individual who is part of a society.  
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In this research, the students are going to discover how they can learn better lexicon 
according to their learning styles, and among them the perception channels, taking into 
consideration individual strategies. For this reason it is important to analyze the students’ styles 
and preferences. 
A learning style refers to the ability of learners to perceive and process information in 
learning situations.  Among the personality dimension, the attention is going to be concentrated 
on visual, auditory, and kinesthetic (VAK) styles, which is the focus of this research. It refers to 
the preferences that learners show in the moment of learning English in formal classes; these 
preferences can be visual, auditory, and /or kinesthetic input (Brown, 1994, p. 129). 
In the first place, visual students rely upon a visual learning style: "Show me and I'll 
understand" Visual learners benefit from diagrams, charts, pictures, films, written directions a 
variety of flashcards, and videos. In the ESL/EFL classroom, using visual aids can help students 
to strengthen and reinforce what they have learned. The reason may be that they allow students 
to absorb information through an additional sensory perception (Sadeghi & Farzizadeh, 2013) 
these students will value to-do lists, assignment logs, and written notes. Many of these 
techniques, however, also benefit kinesthetic pupils who tend to prefer to read and study charts, 
drawings, and other graphic information. Secondly, auditory students prefer listening to lectures 
and audiotapes; they also tend to benefit most from traditional teaching techniques. Many 
teachers use a lecture-style forum, presenting information by talking to their students. Regulating 
voice tone, inflection, and body language will help all students maintain interest and attention. 
Auditory pupils succeed when directions are read aloud, speeches are required, or information is 
presented and requested verbally. And most of the school population excels through kinesthetic 
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means: touching, feeling, and experiencing the material at hand. They will show a preference for 
demonstrations and physical activity involving body movements. Of course, most successful 
learners utilize both visual and auditory input, but slight preferences one way or the other may 
distinguish one learner from another, an important factor for classroom instruction (Brown, 
1994, p.129). 
Accordingly, it is also necessary to enhance teachers to develop strategies and techniques 
that encourage students to discover their learning styles. Some researchers as Reid (1999) 
mention the benefits of increasing learners’ awareness of their own learning style: “higher 
interest and motivation in the learning process, increased students responsibility for their own 
learning, and greater classroom community. These are effective changes, and the changes have 
resulted in more effective learning” (p. 300).  To be aware of the preferences and styles, tenth 
graders grow their motivation which is closely related to becoming autonomous in their learning 
process. Teachers should also be aware of the integral development of their students and to know 
the students’ cognitive process as well as their affective and personal formation. 
Nevertheless, it is important to remember that every individual learns differently, and 
thus, has a unique learning style. Agreeing to Gardners’ research which has shown that human 
cognitive ability is pluralistic rather than unitary, and the learners of any subject will make 
greater progress if they have the opportunity to use their areas of strength to master the necessary 
material. He recommends that teachers use a wide variety of ways to deal with the subject 
because, as he states, “genuine understanding is most likely to emerge and be apparent than 
others (Gardner, 1991). 
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When learners identify their unique learning style, teachers can begin to build upon it. 
Understanding these styles is only a first step in maximizing potential and overcoming learning 
differences. Providing a variety of language activities that stimulates the different tools or 
intelligences proposed by Gardner (1999) makes it possible to engage multiple memory 
pathways necessary to produce sustained deep learning (Schumman, 1997). 
As English teachers, a significant change should be assumed. It is necessary to adjust 
different points of view and to recognize that there are many styles and options to communicate 
our knowledge through innovation, different spaces, and environments in order to produce 
generational changes. Providing meaningful input to students becomes in a useful tool that 
facilitates them to acquire vocabulary and increase their level of motivation in learning. “When a 
particular form is more salient in the expose input, the chance of its selection by L2 learner will 
increase” (Rashtchi & Gharanli, 2010, p. 21).  
In order to generate great variations, English teachers must do the teaching- learning 
process as meaningful as possible in spite of the demanding situation they have to face as school 
teachers, making continuous and coherent changes of proposals. To recognize the compromise 
with our students by making them aware of their own learning styles, preferences, strengths, and 
weaknesses, and at the same time, being examples to follow in an affected society in which 
violence is considered part of most of our students’ lives. It is a labor that should reflect vision, 
mission, and leadership, always thinking about our learners as people with different styles, 
abilities, difficulties, beliefs, thoughts, etc.  in a society  which has transformed as a consequence 
of great technological, social, economic, and politics changes. 
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The constructs previously described offer great contributions and are the support in the 
development of this research project. They are also the support in the design of the 
methodological proposal and the process of this thesis. 
 
1.4 Task-Based Learning 
 
In order for students in tenth grade to achieve the proposed goals required in  this level 
according to the school program in terms of language acquisition, they must develop the right 
retention strategies to get meaningful vocabulary and to recall, retrieve and store it in long-term 
memory. Jung (1967) affirms  that “it is important to know that to develop human memory is 
relevant in any educational formation, and in learning a second language is crucial to develop the 
ability to understand and to produce it; and it depends on the ability to recognize and retrieve 
information stored in memory”. For this reason, it is also necessary to enhance teachers to 
improve strategies and techniques that encourage students to learn a second language. Teachers 
should also be aware of the integral development of their students and know their cognitive 
process as well as their affective and personal formation.  
From the different approaches that exist in the teaching of English, I chose the Task-
Based Learning approach as the most adequate for the implementation of the proposal because of 
its flexibility and organization that allow the students to have a meaningful learning process. 
A task is a goal-oriented activity with a clear purpose. (Willis, 1996) Doing a 
communication task involves achieving an outcome and creating a final product that can be 
appreciated by others. The main goal of the Task-Based Approach is to help learners to learn 
better by taking part in meaning-oriented interactions, thinking in terms of providing such 
opportunities for interaction.   
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Tasks are used as the central component of a three-part framework: pre-task, task cycle, 
and language focus. These components have been carefully adapted to four conditions for 
language acquisition to provide learning opportunities to suit different types of learners.  
 
1. Pre-task  
Introduction to topic and task  
2. Task cycle  
Task -> Planning -> Report  
3.  Language Focus   
Analysis and practice   
For the design of the methodological proposal, I adapted them according to the group 
needs. 
1. Pre-task  
Introduction to topic and task:  At the beginning of each rehearsal, there is always an 
objective and a task, or series of tasks, that should be developed to fulfill the goal of the session. 
• The teacher-researcher helps students to understand the theme and objectives of the task by 
using linguistic and/or paralinguistic features. 
• Actors develop the pre-task.   
This initial phase gives useful exposure which helps students to recall relevant words and 
phrases and recognize new ones. The preparation time helps them to think of the things they can 
say, and it seems to result in better quality language use at the task stage.  
2.  Task cycle  
Task  
• The task is done by students (in pairs or groups) and gives them a chance to use the language 
they have to express themselves and say what they want to say.  
• Teacher-researcher monitors and encourages everyone's attempts at communication in the 
target language. I also help them to formulate what they want to say, but I will not intervene to 
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correct errors of form unless asked focusing on spontaneous, exploratory talk and confidence-
building, within the privacy of the small group.  
• Success in achieving the goals of the task naturally helps raise the students’ motivation. 
Planning  
• Planning prepares for the next stage when actors are asked to report briefly to the group how 
they did the task and what the outcome was.  
• The students draft and rehearse what they want to say.  
• I go round to advise learners on language, suggesting phrases and helping them to polish and 
correct their language.  
• The emphasis is on clarity, organization, and accuracy, as appropriate for the presentation.  
• Students often take this chance to ask questions about specific language items.  
Report  
• I ask some pairs to report briefly to the whole group so everyone can compare findings.  
• I comment on the content of their reports, rephrase if necessary, but I do not give an overt 
public correction (at this point, I can note language items that are still causing problems).  
This component gives the cast practice in public, prestige use of language and increases 
other actor’s exposure to spoken language.  
3. Language focus  
Analysis  
• I set some language-focused tasks. These are often called ‘consciousness-raising activities’. 
(Willis and Willis 2006)  
The aim is to help students to explore language, to develop an awareness of aspects of 
syntax, collocation, and lexis, to help them systematize what they have observed about certain 
features of the language, to clarify concepts and  notice new things.  
Practice  
• I conduct practice activities as needed, based on the language analysis that has already been 
worked upon or using examples from different sources.  
Optional follow-up 
At the end of the Task-Based Framework, the group is able to:  
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-Repeat the same or a similar oral task but with different partners.  
-Go through the task materials or earlier texts and write down in their script useful words, 
phrases, and patterns that they have noticed.  
- Discuss how they felt about the task and the task cycle and what they might like to do 
next or sometime later (and/or note down in my field notes to read later).  
For the success of the activities using TBL, there should be a set of conditions for 
learning: 
1. Exposure to a rich but comprehensible input of real language: the kind of language that 
the group will need or wish to understand and use. Exposure and input come from my speech 
(especially during the pre-task phase and when reviewing language analysis), from students 
listening to each other, reading the texts, or listening to others doing the task. This input is not 
confined to sentence level examples, but consists of real, often spontaneous, language use.  
2. Opportunities for real use of language: Chances for the group to experiment and 
improvise, to mean what they say and what they mean in a variety of circumstances. During the 
Task cycle, the TBL framework gives them opportunities to use language to express what they 
want to say, to gain practice in turn-taking, controlling the interaction, interacting spontaneously 
in pairs. The Report phase offers them the challenge of drafting and perfecting their report and 
presenting it to the others. The Planning stage gives the group the confidence and support they 
need to revise and rehearse before they actually perform in public.  
3. Motivation: To listen and read in order to process the exposure for meaning; and also 
to use the language, to speak and write. The goals of the task provide the main motivation; 
performers generally want to achieve the task outcomes which involve them in working towards 
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a goal. Success in completing the task is in itself a motivating factor. Then, because they have 
done or will do the task themselves, they are keen on doing what they need to.  
4. Focus on language form: In order to prevent fossilization and to challenge the group to 
strive for individual improvement, they need chances to reflect on language and to try to 
systematize what they know. In the task framework, there is a natural focus on language form as 
students prepare to “go public” for the report, and therefore strive for accuracy as well as 
fluency. A more specific focus on form happens after the task cycle. During the consciousness-
raising activities, they are free to work as individuals at their own pace; free to make their own 
discoveries which they will be able to apply at some time later, when they are ready to. 
The Task-Based Learning Approach has a set of principles according to different authors 
such as Brown, Ellis, Krashen, among others; for the purpose of the project, the principles that 
will be worked on are the ones proposed by Willis (1996) and adapted to accomplish the 
achievement. 
1. It is based on the use of tasks: A task designed for each rehearsal to fulfill the final goal.  
2. Students learn by interacting: There is a constant interaction among students in the whole 
process. 
3. It is focused on the use of authentic language: students are allowed to use the language as 
an “excuse” to stage a play, and at the same time, they are acquiring language skills. On 
the other hand, the most experienced students are able to “improvise” if necessary.  
4. Errors are part of a natural learning: As students are non-native English speakers, the 
process allows them to make mistakes and reflect upon them to correct and improve. 
5. The focus is on the process rather than the product: What really matters for the project is 
the manner in which participants learn about the language through the performance; it 
will help them to obtain a final result, but it is the process that will bring them the input 
they need to obtain it.    
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In relation to Nunan (1989), the Task-Based approach has some components that are 
essential for the fulfillment of the task; those components were adapted to make them clearer and 
useful to the project. A graphic was designed to explain how each component supports the 
development of the project.  
 
Figure 1. TBL components  
 
 
Source: Figure 1. Components of Task-Based Learning Approach (Nunan, 1989) adapted for the 
project. 
Input: Refers to the spoken, written and visual data that learners work with in the course 
of completing a task. Data can be provided by different sources. In this case, the input was 
provided by the teacher of the group who selected the vocabulary.  
Activities: According to Clark and Silberstein, cited by Nunan (1989), activities should 
parallel the real world as closely as possible. Since language is a tool of communication, 
methods and materials should concentrate on the message, not the medium. Activities were 
thought and designed thinking about the stage and how to figure out the most appropriate way to 
join drama with English. Activities included different types of reading to get acquainted with the 
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script, vocabulary as well as language issues such us pronunciation, use of punctuation marks 
and intonation. 
Materials: It is what learners have to use to derive output from input. Materials were 
designed and used during the rehearsals and also out of them in particular cases for students who 
presented difficulties in memorizing the script, pronunciation problems, lack of use of 
punctuation marks, etc.  
Teacher’s role: I adapted my role as teacher-researcher based on the article The role of the 
teacher in TBL written by Van Avermaet and others (2006), the roles of teachers are:  Selector 
and sequencer of tasks: I selected, adapted and/or created the tasks and formed these into an 
instructional sequence keeping the group needs, interests, and language skill level. Preparing 
learners for tasks: The activities included a topic introduction, clarifying task instructions, 
helping the group to learn or recall useful words and phrases, and providing a partial 
demonstration of task procedures. Motivate learners to invest mental energy in Task completion: 
motivating the language learner. Interact by supporting task performance to trigger processes as 
negotiation of meaning and content, the comprehension of rich input, the production of output 
and focus on form: Supporting language learners through planned and unplanned interventions, 
striking a balance between my initiative and students initiative, providing them different support 
in agreement with their needs. 
Learner’s role: students were involved in decisions, content selection, methodology, and 
evaluation. (Nunan, 1988) Learners also should be Group participant: Many tasks will be done 
in pairs or small groups. Monitor: Tasks are not employed for their own sake but as a means of 
facilitating learning. Activities are designed so actors can notice how language is used in 
communication. It includes linguistic and paralinguistic features. Actors should always be on 
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alert about their process and how they are improving, maintaining, or decreasing in their 
language and acting skills. Risk-taker and innovator: Some tasks will require the cast to create 
and interpret messages for which they lack full linguistic resources and prior experience. 
Although sometimes they feel afraid or insecure, errors are part of the process and are used to 
learn and improve. 
Output: According to Swain and Lapkin (1995) output refers to the internalization of new 
linguistic knowledge or the consolidation of existing knowledge; it means that output is the result 
of the cognitive processes to gain or reinforce the knowledge; in this case, the final performance. 
Goal:  Goals are the vague general intentions behind any learning task. They provide a 
link between the task and the broader curriculum but they are more general than formal 
performance objectives (Nunan, 1989). The goal is the production and presentation of a play. 
The aim of analysis activities is to encourage learners to investigate language for 
themselves, and to form and test own hypotheses about how language works. In the task-based 
cycle, the language data comes from the script and material used in the task cycle, or what they 
have done in earlier rehearsals. Having processed these materials for meaning, performers will 
get far more out of their study of language form. 
Analysis activities can be followed by quick bursts of oral or written practice, or 
dictionary reference work (Willis & Willis, 1996). Finally, participants need time to note down 
useful words, phrases, and patterns into their scripts. Regular revision of these will help them for 
vocabulary acquisition. 
Figure 2 is a chart in which Willis (1996) summarizes the components of TBL. I adapted 
it to have a general framework to design the rehearsal plans taking into account the agenda of the 
group.  
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Figure 2. TBL framework   
 
Components of a TBL Framework 
PRE-TASK PHASE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION TO TOPIC AND TASK 
Teacher explores the topic of the rehearsal with the group, highlights useful words and phrases, helps them      
understand task instructions, and prepares. 
 
TASK CYCLE 
PLANNING 
 
Students prepare the task (orally or 
in writing). Since the task stage is 
public, performers want to be 
accurate, so I stand by to give 
language advice. 
. TASK 
Students do the task according to the 
goal of the rehearsal in pairs or small 
groups. I monitor from a distance, 
encouraging all attempts at 
communication, not correcting. Since 
this situation has a "private" feel, 
they feel free to experiment. Mistakes 
don't matter. 
REPORT 
Performers present their report 
of the activities to the group 
and compare results as well as 
the process, how they did it or 
discoveries. I may act as a 
chairperson, and then comment 
on the content of the reports. 
 
LANGUAGE FOCUS 
ANALYSIS 
Performers examine and then discuss specific features 
of the script. 
PRACTICE 
I conduct practice of new words, phrases, and 
patterns occurring in the data, either during or after 
the analysis. 
 Source: Figure 4. TBL Framework (Willis, 1996) adapted to the project by the researcher. 
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As each type of task involves different cognitive processes, I took the typology for TBL 
Task Design proposed by Willis (1996) to organize the process; according to this chart, the top 
three types increase in cognitive complexity from left to right but are generally cognitively less 
challenging than the three at the bottom. These may involve more complexy cognitive operations 
or combinations of simpler task types. I applied this chart in the rehearsals with the "Character 
building," a listing task was to list characteristics of the character. A comparing task was to 
compare previous characters with the current one. A problem-solving task was to think of how 
the character can grow. An experience sharing or anecdote telling task involved sharing the 
building character process.Table 2.  Typology for TBL Task Design (Willis, 1996) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Typology for TBL Task Design (Willis, 1996) adapted for the project by the researcher 
From all the approaches to teach English, I considered Task-Based Learning as the most 
appropriate for this research because it shows a real process in which students are able to realize 
about their progress in language and acting features at the same time they can reflect on their 
weaknesses and improve over them. It is also an adequate method to get the objective due to the 
accomplishment of the “small tasks” give notable opportunities to recall useful vocabulary not 
only to the students but also to the teacher-researcher to reflect on the steps to follow, how to 
help actors to improve in their skills, and present the expected result. 
 Ordering, Sorting, Classifying  
Listing  Comparing, Matching 
  TOPIC 
Characters building 
 
Problem solving  Create tasks project 
 
 Sharing personal experiences,  
Anecdote telling 
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CHAPTER II 
2. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Due to the characteristics of this project, it is a qualitative research which follows the steps of an 
action research under an interpretative paradigm. It means that results and the categories 
emerged under a rigorous and analytic interpretation will be the core of the main findings in this 
study. In the same way, it is important to clarify that the analysis has been done based on the 
researcher’s interpretation of the results obtained through the chosen instruments. 
2.1 Research Question 
How may a didactic unit based on students’ perception channels develop lexicon retention in 
tenth grade? 
2.2 Objectives 
General Objective 
 To find out the effect of the implementation of a didactic unit based on students’ perception 
channels to transfer a list of words from short-term memory to long-term memory lexicon 
retention. 
 Specific objectives:  
 
o To analyze theoretical foundations of cognitive development and perception 
channels. 
o To Identify long-term lexicon retention difficulties that affect the learning of 
English. 
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o To design a didactic unit to transfer students to long-term lexicon retention through 
their perception channels. 
o To implement and evaluate the proposal. 
2.3 Research Methodology 
This study was framed in a qualitative approach with an interpretative analysis since the 
researcher was interested in qualitative data to study phenomena and explain through her 
reflection. According to Jhonson and Christensen (2008), the qualitative approach is 
characterized by the study of a situation in depth and over an extended period of time, and the 
final product is usually a narrative report with a rich description. Furthermore, this kind of 
research allows establishing a close relationship with the participants in order to understand 
them. The aim of this sort of projects is to study the facts, processes, structures, and people as a 
holistic entity without manipulating the natural occurring of the reality. I decided to choose this 
approach because it looks for understanding the situation in the classroom, teachers and students, 
and their viewpoints in a real context. 
2.4 Type of study 
It is an action research study which is characterized by a deep and detailed description of the 
facts in order to achieve the described objectives. According to Nunan and Bailey (2009), “what 
makes classroom action research unique is that is conducted by classroom practitioners 
investigating some aspects of their own practice” (p.17) The previous statement means the 
reflection about the teacher and learning process is essential in order to improve a specific 
situation, so the researcher decided to work on action research in order to solve a problem in the 
educational contexts, in this case, learners’ difficulty to retrieve, recall, and retain lexical units in 
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long term. Teacher-researcher decided to work on vocabulary development through the 
implementation of a didactic unit regarding the topic of food, based on the student’s perception 
channels.  
In the same way, Stewart (2001) arguments that action research “forces teachers to think 
about what they are doing in the classroom in a systematic way through a lens focused on one 
particular area of their practice”. 
Figure 1 shows the steps that the teacher-researcher of this study followed. The first step of 
the cycle is the observation in which lack of strategies to retain vocabulary in long-term memory 
in tenth grade emerged as a difficulty to perform the abilities of the language. This situation 
required an intervention. The second step is a reflection, in which the teacher-researcher thinks 
about what he or she has observed in a critical way. The third step is the formulation of a plan for 
addressing the problem. For this study, the teacher-researcher planned to apply a methodological 
proposal grounded on a didactic unit based on activating students’ perception channels 
vocabulary retention. The fourth step is the action; it means that the teacher-researcher 
implements the plan and gathers some data. After the implementation of the methodological 
proposal, the teacher-researcher analyze the data in order to transform the reality of this specific 
context in which the project has taken place. 
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Figure 3. The action research cycle 
Source:: Crane, P. and Richardson, L., 2000)  
 
2.5 Description of the context 
The school where this research was conducted is located in Bosa, Bogotá, Colombia. It 
was founded in 2007, and currently, it counted with 2, 500 students in two shifts. This research 
was developed in the afternoon shift, with twenty-five students of 10th grade. Families are 
formed mostly by displaced people who have arrived due to diverse problems. They have limited 
resources to live in good conditions; other people have to recycle as a livelihood. 
The school pedagogical model PEI “Education with values and identity for productive 
learning” is in construction but it has the student as the center of the learning process. This model 
looks for meaningful learning in which the teacher is a support. Regarding the school in English 
curriculum, it has as main objectives the development of students’ communicative skills 
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(reading, writing, listening and speaking), and it also mentions the importance of students’ 
lexicon semantics and pragmatics to achieve the goals in language learning. The school hopes 
the students to use what they have learned in class by means of pedagogical projects in various 
contexts and become integral human beings, who play an active role in their own educational 
process. 
The school has also worked on different projects which can help the community; Maloka, 
among others, is the place where the students eat balanced food and develop values such as 
respect, solidarity, responsibility, acceptance, commitment, confidence, creativity and teamwork. 
Besides, the institution wants to contribute giving the tools for our students’ lives to think in 
other possible worlds that contribute to the context progress. 
  From this general picture, and taking this context in mind, this research wants to enhance 
learners to learn other language in a meaningful way, and to motivate other language teachers to 
take into consideration teaching contextualized vocabulary. It is said that vocabulary teaching 
has not been receptive to problems in the area, and most language teachers have not fully 
recognized the great communicative advantage in developing an extensive vocabulary 
(McCarthy 1990, p. 45). In contrast, this study starts from the idea that teaching vocabulary has 
become a useful tool to improve students’ performance in the abilities of the language. Besides, 
it is in the teacher’s hands to teach lexicon through different strategies. 
2.6 Population 
   The population object of the study is 25 students in 1003 grade that is the total course. The level 
of English is actually low due to the difficulties mentioned before. Many of them reached an A1 
level according to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). This group of learners 
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has a great attitude towards the language. They have the disposition to learn, and they like the class 
very much. They are also responsible in the proposed activities. Some of them think that learning 
English as a second language is really important in life. They want to access to higher education 
in spite of their socio-economical condition. Some others do not have clear what they are going to 
do in the future. Nevertheless, they are very virtuous people who like the class and enjoy it. 
The study was conducted with twenty-five tenth graders: 15 boys and 10 girls whose ages 
range from 14 to 18 years old. There are students from different regions of the country, which 
contributes to enriching the contents and contexts. This group was chosen when they were in 
ninth grade due to the fact that at that time, I started to explore my research question. In addition, 
the population was selected, not only because the researcher was the teacher of that group, but 
also because it was observed that most of the learners showed interest and high motivation 
towards this language. They also demonstrated high levels of responsibility and commitment to 
the proposed activities. Most of the students consider learning English interesting and important 
in order to achieve goals and be successful in the classroom, as well as in their social life; at the 
same time, they understand that English is quite relevant in this globalized world and in a society 
that requires people who speak the language, thinking about the development as integral people 
and the social implications this language has.  
2.7 Description of the problem 
 According to Estandares Básicos De Competencias En Lenguas Extrajeras (cartilla 22) Del Ministerio 
Nacional de Educación, the 10th graders should achieve level B1.1 based on the Common 
European Framework, in which the students in this course can read, comprehend, write, produce 
textual fragments, and communicate their ideas on different contents in real situations using a 
specific contextualized lexicon. Nevertheless, this is not evident in 10h graders at this school. 
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This Project arises from the evident difficulties of the 10th-grade students in this school 
have in retrieving, recalling, and storing specific contextualized lexicon in long-term memory in 
English as a foreign language. Taking into account that lexicon acquisition plays a central role in 
English learning, and that the familiarization with some specific vocabulary in 10th grade is one 
of the important goals students have to achieve in order to develop the abilities, as well as the 
communicative competences of the target language. 
2.8 Data collection instruments  
In order to collect data, the researcher used some instruments according to each stage of the 
project, based on Nunan and Baily (2009). First, for the diagnostic stage, I used field notes 
describing the situation that I observed in class and making reflective comments about them; a 
student’s questionnaire on the topic of perception channels and a student’s test to evaluate 
vocabulary. During the implementation, I used external observer’s classroom observation form 
based on videos, a semi-structured teachers’ interview, students’ artifacts, and a self-evaluation 
rubric. Finally, after the implementation, the researcher applied an exit test to the students. 
2.8.1 Teacher’s field notes 
Classroom observation has become a very accepted method and an essential tool for teachers to 
collect information manually or electronically. I decided to use field notes since they are open-
ended, and they gave me the opportunity to include not only the description of the situation but 
also comments about it. It helped me to analyze some particular factors inside the classroom, 
possible causes, and the arrival of the problem statement. (See Appendix 1) 
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2.8.2 Perception channels questionnaire 
In order to know the students’ preferences, this study consisted on classifying the 25 students 
according to their perception channels into auditory, visual, and kinesthetic. Through a PNL test 
presented and adapted to the students’ needs, level of language, and the way they learn better, the 
learners were classified in order to know what the salient preference of each students was. This 
instrument was chosen because it was easy to administer, to interpret, and to adapt.  
http://www.uol.uni.edu.ni/capacitaciones/2016/ies/semana01mayo/TEST-ESTILO-
DEAPRENDIZAJES.pdf. (See Appendix 2) 
2.8.3 Students’ test  
The teacher-researcher developed a test based on different activities, emphasizing some 
specific vocabulary. It was developed as the classes are regular-conducted, taking into account 
the students’ preferences, the abilities of the language as well as some lexicon strategies.  
This tests was presented in order to know the level students had at that time, as well as to 
identify if the students did it better according to their perception channels. It consisted of three 
main activities based on student’s perception channels. The first activity was directed to visual 
learners: they had to make the connection between the picture and write the word properly; the 
second activity was thought for auditory learners: it consisted of listening and circling the correct 
word; and the last activity was a game (charade): here, the students had to represent a sentence 
using the proposed vocabulary. To develop this test, one class was taken. At the end, the visual 
and auditory students got higher grades in the test, and the kinesthetic ones got the lower results. 
This experience also demonstrated that students, no matter their preference, enjoyed 
working in groups and be involved in interesting and meaningful activities such role plays, 
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games, listening to songs, and be engage in doing things such as posters, cards, and flashcards. 
This instrument was administered at the beginning of the process in order to recognize the initial 
students’ food vocabulary level. The lexicon chosen for this pre-test was food vocabulary and 
cooking verbs, selected as it fitted the contents proposed for this term in the school. (See 
Appendix 3) 
2.8.4 External observers’ evaluation form based on videos 
Video constitutes an excellent sort of information that could facilitate the observation and 
analysis of data. It offers the opportunity to look at the same situation multiple times in order to 
find aspects that cannot be seen during the direct observation. In this case, video involves 
recording natural events occurring in the classroom capturing all the aspects around the class. 
The instrument was used six times. The researcher reordered the students’ performance in class 
and then gave them to the external observers. Two teachers were asked to watch the videos and 
fill in the external observer form provided for them to write their impressions of the 
implementation. 
2.8.5 Students artifacts 
Regarding this instrument, the students were asked an open question regarding the concept and 
perception, feelings and thoughts they had about the whole process. This artifact constituted an 
important tool to know their perceptions about the aspects that they considered relevant in the 
implementation of the didactic unit. Those considered aspects gave a wide perspective to the 
researcher in order to analyze aspects such as the strategy used, the didactic unit structure, 
vocabulary retention, collaborative work, motivation, responsibility, and commitment. (See 
Appendix 5) 
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2.8.6 Students’ self-evaluation rubric 
The researcher designed a rubric in which the learner had the opportunity to evaluate the whole 
process during the application of the pedagogical strategy. I was interested in documenting their 
impressions about the vocabulary acquisition based on their perception channels. Besides, in the 
same form, the students were able to receive partners’ opinions about the mentioned items. This 
instrument was highly relevant when interpreting data since it was possible to notice the progress 
they made during the implementation according to students’ performance. (See Appendix 6) 
2.8.7 Exit test 
This test was exactly the pre-test structure. It was submitted in order to measure students’ lexicon 
retention as a result of the implementation of the didactic unit based on their perception channels. 
This instrument was administered after the whole process application in order to contrast and 
analyze the learner’s increase in vocabulary retention through their perception channels, having 
as a tool the didactic unit. Contrasting learners’ pre-test scores and post-test scores allows the 
researcher to determine whether the application of this pedagogical proposal was successful in 
increasing students’ vocabulary retention. 
The previous instruments contributed to the design, implementation, and evaluation of the 
proposal. and they helped the researcher to establish the impact of the methodological proposal 
proposed in order to increase the students ‘vocabulary retention through their perception 
channels. The instruments selected were considered as the most appropriate for the purpose of 
this study in order to analyze participants’ feelings, perceptions, and progress during the whole 
process and after the instrument implementation. 
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CHAPTER III 
3. PEDAGOGICAL INTERVENTION 
In order to answer the research question, the teacher designed a didactic unit based on 
vocabulary acquisition techniques, perception channels, and meaningful learning. It means that it 
combined aspects of the three constructs in each one of the lessons plans. During the four months 
of the intervention, the learners completed some tasks which have the function of providing them 
with certain key elements for accomplishing the big task called Master Chef. This big task 
represents the incorporation of techniques and strategies used in the didactic unit based on 
perception channels, and the development of communicative skills for the students to be able to 
socialize their recipes using food vocabulary in the written and oral way. (See Appendix 7) 
3.1 INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
3.1.1 To plan, develop and evaluate oral, listening and written production activities based on 
meaningful learning, perception channels, and vocabulary techniques in order to establish their 
impact on tenth grade EFL students’ proficiency level to transfer a list of words from short-term 
to long-term memory lexicon retention. 
3.1.2 To create comfortable and communicative situations that favor oral interaction and 
vocabulary retention. 
3.1.3 To generate students reflection about vocabulary acquisition through meaningful learning 
in order to make them aware of the way they learn best. 
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3.2 Methodology 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore how a didactic unit based on 
perception channels may develop lexicon retention in tenth graders. This section describes the 
steps followed during the intervention process and the methodology used on tenth-grade students 
using their perception channels to retain vocabulary. 
A detailed description of the pedagogical implementation is described in the following 
section. The project consisted of five lessons planned based on the didactic unit development, 
each lesson with different sections developed especially for the intervention. Each one of them 
consisted of different tasks according to students’ preferences (visual, auditory, and kinesthetic). 
The lesson plans used in the classes during the pedagogical intervention were based on the tasks 
proposed on the didactic unit in order to enhance students to increase their vocabulary using their 
preferences.  
First of all, the students were classified into their preferences through an NLP test, after 
this, they answered an entry test according to their perception channels. It is important to say that 
all the students developed the tasks regardless their preference, but they recognized the way they 
learned well; at the same time, through this didactic unit, they performed the abilities of the 
language. At the end of the implementation, the learners answered an exit test in order to 
evaluate if they retained the vocabulary proposed in the methodological proposal.  
3.3 Pedagogical strategy 
The sections were developed during the second semester of 2017, following the timetable 
established, as shown in table 1. The preparation for each section can be seen in the lesson plans 
designed to reach the didactic unit objectives. 
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 Timetable: 
  
Topic Date Objective Activity 
Test application 
 
July 6th   To apply and 
present the test 
 Test application 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
 
-Be ready to learn 
1 
July 13th, 19th and 26th and 
27th 
 To introduce 
vocabulary 
related to food. 
 To provide a 
glossary about 
food divided into 
parts. Fruits, 
vegetables, dairy 
food, and 
ingredients. 
 To introduce 
vocabulary 
related to 
cooking verbs. 
 To present a 
video about food 
vocabulary. 
Visual activity. 
 Didactic Unit 
 To relate the words 
with the pictures, 
to pronounce them 
and look for the 
unknown words in 
the dictionary. 
 
 Pronunciation, 
repetition. To 
relate the words 
with the pictures. 
 Videos about food 
vocabulary. 
 Using cooking 
verbs and food 
vocabulary 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Be ready to learn. 
2 
August 2nd, 3rd,9th  To recognize, 
listen and 
pronounce the 
cooking verbs. 
 To watch a video 
Cooking verbs 
 To play a game 
charades 
 
Oral quiz. 
Video (cooking verbs) 
Game (charades) 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Learn from the sources 
3 
August 16th, 17th, 23rd and 
24th  
QUANTIFIERS 
 To analyze and 
understand what 
they see in the 
quantifiers chart. 
 To complete the 
quantifiers chart. 
 To explain some 
exercise about 
quantifiers. 
 To complete 
some exercises 
by filling in the 
gaps with the 
appropriate 
quantifier. 
 To listen to a 
dialogue related 
to food 
 The students 
explain what they 
understand about a 
chart presented in 
the Didactic Unit. 
 
 To complete the 
quantifiers chart.  
 
 Exercises to 
complete by filling 
in the gaps with the 
appropriate 
quantifier. 
 
 Exercises to 
complete by filling 
in the gaps with the 
appropriate 
quantifier. 
 
 Listening exercise. 
Complete with the 
appropriate 
quantifier. 
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Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Learn from the sources 
 
September 6th 7th   To play a game. 
 To read and 
organize a text 
 Game to run for 
words, then 
organize them in a 
correct order in 
order to complete 
sentences. 
 Reading 
comprehension 
exercise. 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Learning by doing 
4 
September 13th, 14th   To read the recipe 
proposed in the 
Didactic Unit  
 To Socialize in 
groups a possible 
recipe they want 
to show in the 
final project 
“Master Chef” 
 In groups, the 
students are going 
to discuss the recipe 
they are going to 
present based on the 
recipe they find in 
the didactic unit. 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Learning by doing 
 
September 20th, 21st and 
27th and 28th  
 To write the 
recipe using food 
vocabulary, 
cooking verbs 
and quantifiers. 
In groups, the students write 
their own recipe which is 
going to be presented in the 
final project “Master chef”. 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Learning by doing 
-Learn from the retro-
alimentation 
5 
October 6th  To present the 
“Master Chef” 
project. 
 To make a retro-
alimentation of 
the work 
The students present the final 
project to the jury using the 
food vocabulary, the cooking 
verbs, and the quantifiers. 
The jury and the head teacher 
make a retro-alimentation of 
the final project 
Becoming a Colombian 
master chef 
-Learning from self-
evaluation 
 
October 11th  To answer the 
self- evaluation. 
Self-evaluation activity in a 
written and oral way. 
 
 
3.4 Learners role 
The learners played an active role since they showed a high level of responsibility, commitment, 
and participation in their academic process. At the same time, learners presented collaborative 
work, because of many of the tasks were done in pairs or groups which required adaptation, 
communication and interaction among themselves, the language, and the teacher. The students 
also participated actively developing the activities, while being problem solvers. They were risk 
takers at the moment of facing challenges that involved the use of the target language in different 
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abilities. At the same time, they were autonomous in some decisions they made in their task 
according to their background and context. They were seen to take the leading role in their own 
learning as the central and main part of the process. Furthermore, students played a central role 
as self-monitoring of their process taking part of their own process and results. For this study, the 
learners identified their significant role in vocabulary acquisition through their perception 
channels and were able to recognize that there are some strategies to acquire lexicon in context. 
At the same time, they were able to take actions that lead them to achieve the proposed goals; 
those actions drove the students to become more autonomous, sensible, and interactive among 
them as well as with the language. 
3.5 Teacher role 
For the purpose of this project, I played the role of teacher-researcher who planned, developed, 
and implemented the methodological proposal. As teacher-researcher, I determined a problem 
that I consider relevant to analyze in order to look for the strategies that improve the teaching-
learning process. At the planning stage, I looked for the best strategy for effective vocabulary 
acquisition, taking into account the context where this study took place and the students’ needs. 
This proposal was based on a didactic unit with different, specific, and engaging tasks regarding 
on students’ perception channels. At the same time, I worked as a facilitator and counselour of 
the pupils learning process in order to help them to identify their learning preferences, how to 
use their strengths, and integrate them into their lives. I also encouraged them to use their 
previous knowledge, their backgrounds, their individual experiences which enrich the teaching 
and learning process, being a leader who promotes interaction, respect, responsibility, 
commitment, and self-esteem. Additionally, I worked with some colleges who were the outside 
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observers who helped me to analyze the data, taking into account the relevant aspects in order to 
code and categorize data. 
3.6 lesson plans 
LESSON PLANS ON VOCABULARY RETENTION 
 
Lesson plan 1 
 
TOPIC: Be ready to learn! Food vocabulary and cooking verbs. 
SECTION 1: Be ready to learn! 
Total of sessions: 4  
AIMS: By the end of the lesson, the students will be able: 
1. To recognize food and cooking verbs vocabulary  
2. To relate and pronounce the food and cooking verbs correctly. 
3. To classify food vocabulary into fruits, vegetables, dairy and basic ingredients  
4. To complete listening exercises. 
5. To represent sentences using the vocabulary through a game. 
TIME STAGE AIM PROCEDURE RESOURCE
S 
COMMENTS 
Session 
1 
15 
minutes 
Warm up To 
motivate 
students to 
say the 
words 
about the 
food they 
remember. 
 
The teacher motivates students to say the 
words about the food they remember in 
English. 
Students say the words they remember about 
food. Brainstorm activity, the word food in 
the middle and the words students remember 
in English around it. 
Blackboard, 
markers. 
 
50 
minutes 
Introduci
ng the 
new 
vocabula
ry 
 To 
introduce 
vocabulary 
related to 
food. 
To provide 
a glossary 
about food 
divided 
into parts. 
Fruits, 
vegetables, 
dairy food, 
INPUT 
 
The teacher introduces the new vocabulary 
related to food. This glossary is divided into 
the following parts: Fruits, vegetables, dairy 
food, and ingredients. 
 
The teacher presents a video about food 
vocabulary. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lakPxqi
HvJE 
 
The Didactic 
Unit. 
.Dictionary. 
T.V. P.C 
The teacher 
monitor students 
‘behaviors and 
reactions. 
The teacher 
attends student’s 
questions and 
doubts. 
Note: The 
teacher monitors 
all the students, 
especially visual 
ones. 
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and 
ingredients
. 
To 
introduce 
vocabulary
. 
To present 
a video 
about food 
vocabulary
. 
The students are given a food glossary in 
order to they relate the word and the picture. 
They look for the words they do not know in 
the dictionary to classify them according to 
the instruction. (Appendix 1) 
UNIDAD DIDÁCTICA (1).docx 
 
OUTPUT 
 
The teacher reinforces the new vocabulary 
pronunciation. 
Students pronounce the new words, they 
work in pairs in order to look for the 
unknown words and relate them to the 
pictures.  
 
10 
minutes 
Close up To 
reinforce 
the words 
they 
learned. 
The teacher reinforces the words students 
learned about food. 
 
The teacher selects a student randomly and 
asks him/her to tell five words. 
The students participate saying the words 
they learn about food. 
 
 The teacher 
monitors 
students’ 
participation 
and motivation. 
Session 
2 
10 
minutes 
Warm up To 
recognize 
and 
pronounce 
the 
cooking 
verbs. 
The teacher motivates students to use their 
didactic unit. 
The teacher pronounces the cooking verbs 
and ask students repeat the pronunciation 
and relate the words with the pictures. 
The didactic 
unit. 
The teacher 
motivates 
students’ 
participation 
 
50 
minutes 
 
 
Introduci
ng 
cooking 
verbs 
To relate 
the 
cooking 
verbs with 
the 
pictures. 
INPUT 
 
The teacher introduces cooking verbs and 
explains the activity that consists of 
watching a video and listen to the cooking 
verbs and repeat the pronunciation correctly. 
The teacher presents a video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOzkQ
RyetJs 
 
After this, the teacher explains the activity in 
which the students have to relate the cooking 
verbs with the picture. (Appendix 2) 
Students look at the pictures and listen to the 
pronunciation. Then, they work in pairs. In 
order to repeat the words sounds several 
times correctly. UNIDAD DIDÁCTICA 
(1).docx 
 
OUTPUT 
 
The students follow the video, relate the 
words with the pictures and pronounce 
correctly. 
The didactic 
unit. T.V, PC. 
The teacher 
monitors the 
students’ work 
and 
pronunciation.  
Students’ 
monitors also 
their classmate 
pronunciation. 
 
Note: The 
teacher monitors 
all the students’ 
participation 
especially 
auditory ones. 
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The students participate actively 
pronouncing and relating the cooking verbs. 
 
10 
minutes 
Close up To 
pronounce 
the 
cooking 
verbs in a 
correct 
way. 
The teacher points out a cooking verb 
picture and the students say the 
pronunciation of the words they learned 
correctly. 
  
Session 
3 
10 
minutes 
Warm up To explain 
the 
students 
the 
activity. 
The teacher explains the students the 
activity. The teacher says the food she likes 
and does not like. And writes on the board 
the expressions. 
Example. I like vegetables and fruits and I 
do not like butter and fish. What do you 
like? 
The students use like and do not like in 
correct sentences using the vocabulary about 
food. And ask their classmates: what do you 
like? 
Game. What do you like? 
Board and 
markers. 
The teacher 
engages the 
students in the 
game. Monitors 
participation 
and motivation. 
Students enjoy 
the activity.  
50 
minutes 
Classifyi
ng words 
To select 
the food 
from the 
first chart 
students 
like and do 
not like.  
To write 
them in the 
correspond
ing 
column.  
 
INPUT 
 
The teacher explains the activity proposed in 
the didactic unit. (like/ do not like) 
(Appendix 3) 
The students select the food they like and do 
not like from the first glossary into fruits 
vegetables, basic ingredients, and dairy food 
and write them in the corresponding column.  
UNIDAD DIDÁCTICA (1).docx 
 
OUTPUT 
 
The students participate saying what they 
like and do not like using the food 
vocabulary.(oral) 
The students classify the vocabulary 
according to what they like and do not like. 
(writing) 
 
 
 
Didactic Unit The teacher 
monitors 
students’ 
motivation and 
participation. 
The teacher is 
attentive to 
students’ 
doubts. 
 
 
10 
Minutes 
Close up To use 
correctly 
the 
expression 
like and do 
not like. 
The teacher selects five students in order to 
say what they like and do not like and ask 
the others. 
Five students say what they like and do not 
like and ask the others using the expression. 
What do you like? Using the food 
vocabulary. 
 The teacher 
monitors 
participation. 
Session 
4 
10 
minutes 
Warm up To 
enhance 
students 
The students participate telling the words 
they remember. 
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to 
remember 
the 
vocabulary 
The teacher enhances students to be ready 
for the activity asking for five fruits, 
vegetables etc. 
The students say the food words the teacher 
ask for. 
 
50 
minutes 
Watchin
g videos 
To look at 
a video 
and say the 
vocabulary 
you have 
already 
known. 
 
INPUT 
 
The teacher presents a video related to the 
food vocabulary. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHJXsH
f4Q6E 
 
The students watch a video about food 
several times pronouncing correctly. Then 
they look at the video choosing the correct 
word according to the picture. 
The students watch a video related to 
cooking verbs several times pronouncing 
correctly, then they chose the correct one. 
 
OUTPUT 
 
The teacher promotes the interaction with 
the video. 
The students pronounce the words and 
finally, they develop a test presented in the 
video assessing the words they have learned. 
 
 
 
Pc, TV, videos The teacher 
monitors the 
activity and 
students’ 
attitudes and 
participation. 
10 
minutes 
close up To 
enhance 
students to 
look for 
other 
strategies 
to learn 
vocabulary 
The teacher enhances students to look for 
other strategies to learn vocabulary. The 
teacher explains that there are other tools to 
learn vocabulary. 
Students talk about the videos and what 
useful this tool was. 
 Students present 
high motivation 
level. 
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Appendix 1. 
 
BE READY TO LEARN! 
1-Look at the following charts and pronounce the words! Make connections 
between the word and the picture in your mind. 
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Appendix 2 
These are the cooking verbs you are going to use in your recipe! 
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Appendix 3 
 
2. Select the food from the first chart you like and you do not like. Write them in 
the corresponding column.  
 
FRUITS 
 
VEGETABLES DAIRY BASIC 
INGREDIENTS 
        
 
Now look at a video and say the vocabulary you have already known. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHJXsHf4Q6E 
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Lesson plan 2 
 
TOPIC: Food vocabulary and cooking verbs 
SESSION 3: Be ready to learn! 
 
Total of sessions: 2 
 
AIMS: By the end of the lesson, the students will be able: 
1. To use the food vocabulary in context  
2. To recognize and identify the cooking verbs (listening and writing) 
 
TIME STAGE AIM PROCEDURE RESOURCE
S 
COMMENTS 
Session 1 
10 minutes 
Warm up To activate 
students 
previous 
knowledge  
The teacher activates students’ 
previous knowledge by asking food 
and cooking verbs. Students say the 
food words and the cooking verbs they 
remember from the previous activity 
(Appendix 4) 
  
50 minutes Listening 
to the 
vocabula
ry 
To recognize, 
listen and 
pronounce the 
cooking verbs. 
To watch a 
video Cooking 
verbs. 
 
INPUT 
 
The teacher encourages students to 
listen to the cooking verbs and 
pronounce them correctly and explains 
that they should write down the 
cooking verbs according to what they 
listen to. The students listen to some 
sentences and choose the correct word. 
(Appendix 5) 
 
OUTPUT 
 
The students listen to the cooking verbs 
in a video several times and pronounce 
properly, then they listen and write 
down them correctly. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bH
JXsHf4Q6E 
 
  
The Didactic 
Unit, TV, Pc  
Notebooks, 
paper sheets, 
markers, 
video-camera. 
 
The teacher 
monitors 
students’ 
performance. 
 
10 minutes 
 
 
Close up 
To listen to 
the students’ 
questions and 
comments. 
At the end of the video, the students are 
able to assess their advances and the 
correct pronunciation. 
Students are able to evaluate their 
correct and mistakes in writing after 
the teacher writes the words in the 
blackboard. 
 The teacher 
motivates 
student’s 
perception of 
the activity. 
The teacher is 
attentive to the 
students’ 
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Students talk about the activity, 
strengths, and difficulties. 
pronunciation 
and 
participation. 
NOTE: The 
teacher monitors 
auditory 
students’ 
participation. 
Session 2 
10 minutes 
Warn up To play a 
game. 
The teacher enhances students to 
develop a funny activity (charades) and 
explains what it is about 
The teacher represents a sentence in 
front of the class, using food 
vocabulary and cooking verbs, the 
students try to guess what it is about. 
 
  
50 
Minutes 
Playing a 
game 
To enhance 
students to use 
the vocabulary 
in context. 
Students are divided into three groups. 
(Visual, auditory and kinesthetic). Each 
group choose one volunteer to step in 
from of the class to represent a 
sentence (food and cooking verbs 
vocabulary) given by the teacher. The 
group have to guess the sentence in 2 
minutes, if not the other groups have 
the chance to guess it and get the point. 
The teacher encourage students to use 
vocabulary they have acquire in 
context. 
The students perform the sentences 
they listen from the teacher, the other 
ones participate saying the complete 
sentences using the vocabulary they 
know. (work in groups) 
They also participate recognizing their 
preferences. 
videos editados\Profe 1.mp4 
 
Blackboard 
and markers. 
The teacher 
monitors the 
students’ 
behaviors and 
motivation. 
The teacher 
monitors 
students 
according to 
their perception 
channels. 
 
A student is in 
charge of the 
time. 
NOTE: The 
teacher is 
attentive to 
kinesthetic 
students’ 
attitudes. 
10 minutes Close up  Students talks about their perception 
about the activities presented in this 
lesson. They also recognize they have 
acquire several words and are able to 
contextualize them into some 
sentences. 
 The teacher 
monitors 
students’ 
performance in 
the game.  
The teacher 
encourage 
students to 
recognize their 
vocabulary 
acquisition, 
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Appendix 4 
IT IS TIME TO PLAY 
4. Now, be ready. Look at the picture and in pairs say the cooking verbs aloud. 
 
 
5. Now, write the cooking verbs. 
1.______________2.________________3.________________4.____________5._______________ 
6.______________7.________________8.________________9.____________10______________ 
11._____________12.______________13.________________14.___________15._____________ 
16._____________17.______________18.________________19.___________20._____________ 
21._____________22.______________23.________________24.___________25._____________ 
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Appendix 5 
LISTENING EXERCISE 
 
3. Circle the correct item. 
 
1. You like to drink___________ juice mainly in the mornings. 
 
A. orange   B. banana   C. strawberry 
 
2. My mother made chicken with a ___________sauce for dinner last night. It was delicious! 
 
A. juicy    B. salty   C. spicy 
 
3. My grandmother likes to put too much __________in the food. 
 
A. tomatoes   B. broccoli   C. garlic 
 
4. My family always drink ______________with cereal in breakfast. 
 
A. chocolate   B. milk   C. tea 
 
5. I love ______________eggs in the morning. 
 
A. scrambled   B. fried  C. boiled 
 
6. You can _________the best __________chicken at my mother’s house. 
 
A. eat - baked   B. taste - fried   C. drink - spicy 
 
7. Esteban does not like to __________ the juice for lunch. 
 
A. blend     B. melt    C. pour 
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8. To cook a good pasta, it is necessary _______________parmesan cheese. 
 
A. Put    B. chop    C. sprinkle  
  
9. To make a tomato sauce, you have to ______________the tomatoes. 
 
a. drain    b. simmer        C. chop 
 
10. Marlon always_____________ butter on the bread. 
 
A. puts     B. spreads    C. sprinkle 
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CHAPTER IV  
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
4.1 RESULTS 
The gathered data were analyzed and interpreted through the Grounded Approach exposed by 
Glaser (2010). According to him, “Grounded theory refers to a specific methodology on how to 
get from systematically collecting data to producing a multivariate conceptual theory. It is a total 
methodological package. It provides a series of systematic, exact methods that start with 
collecting data and take the researcher to a theoretical piece”. The previous statement means that, 
when using this approach, the theory strictly emerges from the gathered data, or as Nunan and 
Bailey (2009) explains, “inductive reasoning processes are used”, what makes this approach very 
useful for qualitative research. In this case, the students’ perception channels as a strategy in 
order to retrieve and recall vocabulary, was a useful tool to engage students in their own learning 
process. 
First, the researcher collected the data for three months according to the proposed 
timetable, then, I transcribed the semi-structured interview used with the teachers. In addition, I 
systematized the students’ self-evaluation rubric and asked the external observer to fill in the 
respective sheet using the video recordings of the implementation sessions. It was planned to 
have a sheet with each teacher’s impressions. Additionally, I followed the triangulation rules 
described by Nunan and Bailey (2009). According to them, there are four types of triangulation: 
theory triangulation, researcher triangulation, methods triangulation and, the one I used, data 
triangulation. It consists of using different sources of data. In our case, they were the following: 
 Teachers-researchers (through field notes) 
 External observer (through external observer’s sheet based on videos) 
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 Students (through entry and exit tests)  
For Nunan and Bailey (2009), triangulation “provides a way for researchers working with 
non-quantified data to check on their interpretations of those data. By incorporating multiple 
points of view, the researcher can check one perspective against another”. Having this in mind, 
triangulation is a process that gives more confidence to the researcher when getting the 
conclusions, since it allows to take different sources of information and find the common 
patterns among them, to organize and classify the data into some categories, and to find some 
links among them. 
Once I gathered the data, I used the color-coding technique in order to find some 
particular aspects related to vocabulary and perception channels. Then, I contrasted the results 
obtained by linking the elements registered in each column in order to identify the common 
points, and, in that way, I reached the consolidation of main categories and their respective 
subcategories whose analysis led to answering the research question and checking the 
achievement of the proposed objectives. 
4.1.1 Teacher-researcher field notes 
After analyzing the teacher-researcher field notes gathered during the three-months 
implementation and centered on two main aspects (vocabulary long-term retention and 
perception channels) the following results emerged: 
It was evident that the methodological proposal granted on a didactic Unit was crucial in 
order to enhance students to acquire vocabulary, providing them with different activities that 
activated their perception channels and enabled them to fulfill their goals. 
T-R: The students were very interested in developing the activities proposed on the Didactic Unit. They 
were very receptive to the use of the material because of it is different and new for them. They were very motivated 
and enthusiastic.  
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T-R: The students demonstrated a high motivation doing the activities, the lessons and exercise they 
presented in class showed an increment in their vocabulary about food, cooking verbs, and quantifiers. The students 
recognized several words orally and written. Nevertheless, they felt more comfortable in writing than in 
pronouncing.  
T-R: The students were very interested in doing this project. They showed high motivation about the 
development of the Didactic Unit and the final project proposed in the methodological proposal. The students tried 
to pronounce and retain as many words they can. The visual learners were more concentrated in this activities, and 
they wanted to learn all the words. 
While the sessions progressed, the students showed more interest on the activities. They 
recognized their progress on vocabulary retention and were able to assess their progress taking 
into account their perception channels; they were motivated to learn the proposed vocabulary 
since they recognized their preferences and the most suitable ways to learn. According to their 
process, the teacher-researcher noticed an increment on vocabulary in their students. 
T-R: Students’ vocabulary acquisition in context was visible during the process. They internalized the Food 
vocabulary, cooking verbs and quantifiers in order to use it in the activities. At the same time, teachers comments 
along the activities development allowed students and teacher assess many components. Interaction, acquisition, 
comprehension, responsibility, motivation, and commitment. Besides, the students talked about the activities and 
evaluated their own process. To discuss how students felt along the activities led me think in a teaching that shifts 
this type of instruction to a one in which the learner took part actively and is placed at the center.  
The researcher could find out the motivation students showed facing the material 
proposed since they interacted with something new and interesting; besides, the students 
recognized that through different activities, they can learn better and retain more information. 
The students showed a lot of interest developing the tasks that were focused on relating pictures 
and words. The visual learners seemed to be more concentrated on the activities that have to do 
with pictures and charts relating words; the auditory showed more interest in the activities related 
to videos and listening exercises; and the kinesthetic learners showed a huge interest in games. 
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The latter were very competitive without paying too much attention to pronunciation or 
grammar.  
The students were very interested in doing this project; they were highly motivated about 
the development of the final task proposed in the methodological proposal which consisted of the 
presentation of the Master Chef. Furthermore, they participated actively and internalized the 
vocabulary they learned in this implementation. It is relevant to mention that students showed a 
hugely positive attitude and motivation all the time. On the other hand, the students felt 
comfortable to work in groups, in pairs, or in their perception channels groups in order to 
develop all the activities and achieve their goals.  
T-R: Students’ demonstrated high level of participation and motivation. They also showed commitment 
through the activities. For few students, participating in games was difficult, nevertheless, they did it. Students 
through the activities developed process such as knowledge, comprehension, and application. The close-up activities 
and teachers comments along the activities development allowed students and teacher assess many components. 
(Interaction, acquisition, comprehension, responsibility, motivation, and commitment. The students talked about the 
activities. At the end of the video, there is an assessment. Students assessed their speaking and writing skill. To 
discuss on how students felt along the activities led me to think in a teaching that shifts this type of instruction to a 
one where the learner takes part actively and is placed at the center.  
4.1.2 External observers (evaluation based on videos) 
The external observers were asked to focus their observation mainly on the students’ vocabulary 
acquisition and their perception channels. After examining the sheets filled in by the external 
observers, it is important to say that they knew that this study was based on vocabulary 
acquisition through students’ perception channels. The following results came out: 
T.O.1 The didactic material and the strategies were pertinent and helped the students to understand the topics and 
acquire more vocabulary. 
T.O.2 The use of this method helped students to use new vocabulary. 
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T.O.1. The use of different methods involved the students and helped them to use the new vocabulary, learned in this 
session. 
According to the teachers’ observations, the didactic unit was a meaningful tool to 
acquire vocabulary through different contexts. They were aware of the students’ progress during 
the implementation. They also noticed that the students took advantage of recognizing their 
preferences and the material in order to internalize new words. Besides, the teacher noticed that 
the students used the vocabulary they acquired because it is meaningful for them and the 
methods were useful for learning vocabulary. 
T.O.2. the students seemed to enjoy a lot the game proposed by the teacher. 
T.O.1.The students were interested and participative during the class, the expressed their opinions and showed also 
leadership and interest in learning. 
T.O.2. the students showed a lot of interest and they were very participative in the activities. 
The teachers-observers recognize the didactic unit as an interesting and helpful tool to 
enhance students to acquire more vocabulary in context. At the same time, they observed 
students’ high level of engagement with the activities proposed in the classes they observed. 
4.1.3 Teachers’ interviews 
The teachers noticed the appropriation of the vocabulary through meaningful contexts 
and the commitment students present in this kind of activities. They also perceived that students 
demonstrated more security in vocabulary production, it means, learners along the activities 
internalized the vocabulary proposed during the implementation. And at the same time, they 
were able to use it in a real context. 
T1: It was really meaningful, the students’ advance, the fact to internalize the vocabulary step by step required more 
commitment to the activity, and in this way stimulated the learning process. 
T 2: The students were more confident in oral production because they knew the words. 
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Another important aspect that teachers recognized and found relevant for this research is 
the level of the motivation and responsibility the students showed, these features lead the 
students to internalize the vocabulary proposed during the implementation because of the 
contextualization in real situations; at the same time, students minimize their anxiety by speaking 
in from of others. 
T 1: I consider that the fact that they were very enthusiastic because of the food they prepared, they felt the need to 
learn the vocabulary and this minimized the anxiety to speak in front of the jury and people. 
T 2: The students acquired the concepts and it was visible that they prepared the activities in a very responsible way 
and this was important to get confident. 
Taking into account the students’ vocabulary retention in long-term memory, the teachers 
considered the activities and strategies nontraditional, they also believed them as interesting 
methods for students’ vocabulary acquisition that enhance them to use other tools different from 
the dictionary. 
T 1: I believe that the strategy was effective taking into account that the vocabulary they used departs from real 
contexts and situations, different from looking a list of words in the dictionary. But it is a real communicative need, 
in this sense, they internalized the process. 
According to this answer, the teachers were able to identify the importance of real 
contexts in the learning process, as well as the use of other strategies to acquire vocabulary; the 
teachers recognized the use of the didactic unit as a meaningful strategy to activate vocabulary 
retention. Besides, they noticed that the students perform assignments being aware of their 
learning strategies for vocabulary acquisition that they implemented when they developed the 
tasks, without looking up every word in the dictionary, asking for mother tongue translation, or 
using their teacher as a main resource of the lexicon. 
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The teachers also realized that attitudinal factors such as motivation, collaborative work, 
responsibility, and commitment were important issues that enhanced students’ vocabulary 
internalization. Regarding this aspect, the students were highly motivated because the task had a 
close relationship with their needs and had to be developed in a common and comfortable 
environment in real context.  
T.1: It was absolutely evident, the students were willing to make the work. They worked in a collaborative way, and 
they expressed the linguistic part in order to show the products. 
T.2: The students were very participative they felt motivated with this activity. They worked like leaders in their 
learning process. 
T.1: The students demonstrated more responsibility and commitment. They showed enthusiasm because they felt this 
activity like something enjoyable. 
It is important to point out that teachers noticed and recognized the importance of 
collaborative work in this context, in which students began to have closer relationships through 
this activities in order to empower them to see the others in a different way. Besides, teachers 
also realized students’ high level of responsibility and motivation.  
 The teachers’ also gave their opinions about the implications of this kind of projects have 
in the educative context regarding linguistics and social development. They considered this 
interaction as an important aspect to generate an integration of language and students’ integral 
development. 
T.1: About the linguistic aspect, the fact of creating pedagogical scenarios in real contexts lead them to learn new 
vocabulary that besides was useful in relation with the activity, it seemed to me that it was a great advance for the 
students’ growing. The social development aspect, brought the opportunity to generate responsibility, commitment, 
ethics, collaborative work, and lead them to learn the subject matter and project them. 
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T.2: First of all, it took off the idea that English is difficult, because with these new pedagogical alternatives the 
students were able to appropriated new concepts, According to the social part, it invited them to be leaders and 
innovators in their process generating communication and empathy with others. 
The teachers observed that through these activities the students not only learn the vocabulary 
proposed but that they are encouraged to surpass many social and individual difficulties. Besides, 
they realized that teachers’ support was essential in creating and developing this kind of projects 
that enhance learners not just to acquire vocabulary but also to develop attitudes and values that 
contribute to social development.  
4.1.4 Students rubric 
The summarized rubric develops some items in which the students described their process and 
progress along the implementation of the didactic unit. 
 
NOW I KNOW HOW 
TO 
VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 
1. Recognize the food, 
cooking verbs and 
quantifiers vocabulary in 
context. 
Easy 
 
3 
Not 
bad 
3 
Difficult 
 
 
Easy 
 
6 
Not 
bad 
1 
difficult Easy 
 
7 
Not 
bad 
2 
difficult 
2. Produce the food, 
cooking verbs and 
quantifier’s vocabulary in 
context. 
2 4  3 4  3 5 1 
3.Pronounce food 
vocabulary, cooking 
verbs and quantifiers in a 
good way 
3 3  1 5  4 4 1 
4.To write the food 
vocabulary, the cooking 
verbs and quantifiers 
correctly 
4 2  5 2  3 6  
5.To classify countable 
and uncountable food 
vocabulary 
5 1  6 1  9   
6.To make the proposed 
exercises 
1 5  2 5  5 4  
7. To understand the 
listening exercises. 
5 2  6 1  5 3  
8. To participate in the 
games. 
5 2  6 1  8 1  
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In order 
to 
analyze the rubric, the teacher-researcher used three variables: 
Items 1, 7 and 9 were considered in the input variable which has to do with 
comprehensible understanding presented to the learners in order to enhance their knowledge. The 
items 2, 3, 4,5,13 and 14 were immersed in the output variable. Through them, the students 
produced the amount of vocabulary in context and encountered the linguistic knowledge. As the 
third variable of this analysis, the following items were grouped 6,8,11,12,15,16, and 17 which 
responded to the attitudes and affective factors. Considering in this current research as important 
aspect taking into account the students’ needs according to the context where it is developed and 
previously described. It highlighted aspects developed in the classroom that generated a 
meaningful and relevant increase in learning as well as integral people, in order to trespass the 
9.To read in a 
comprehensible way 
recognizing the food, 
cooking verbs and 
quantifiers in the texts 
2 4  2 5  5 4  
10.To write your own 
recipe using food, 
cooking verbs and 
quantifiers. 
4 2  6 1  5 4  
11. To work in groups to 
prepare the last project 
activity. 
5 1  6 1  9   
12. To work with 
responsibility and 
commitment in every 
activity. 
5 1  7   9   
13. To speak in front of 
the class presenting my 
recipe. 
0 4 2 1 4 2 3 6  
14. To speak in English 
because I have 
internalized the 
vocabulary in context. 
2 3 1 1 6  7 2  
15. To participate in the 
activities in an enjoyable 
way. 
6   6 1  9   
16.To share with my 
classmates 
5  1 7   8 1  
17.To work with my 
course in an enjoyable 
way to get ahead a 
project. 
3 3  6 1  9   
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curricula aspects to link the students into the classroom that allowed them also to identify their 
weaknesses and strengths.  
Variable 1. Input 
This variable showed how the listening exercises presented didactic instruments in which 
the students manifested to feel more comfortable, especially the auditory students; this group of 
students reinforced the facility to recognize the verbs in context. It did not happen with the 
reading exercises, which seems to be more difficult. This item affirmed that the auditory students 
identified clearly the ways they acquire vocabulary. 
This variable was relevant because it let us visualize how the students identified the most 
pertinent way to acquire vocabulary showing that the listening exercises were for each group of 
the students more attractive; meanwhile, the writing exercises in context presented some 
difficulties. It was imperative to establish more exercises into classes that facilitate the 
relationship between the students and the second language.  
Variable 2. Output 
This variable presented a generalized students’ difficulty to produce the language orally, 
although spaces and activities were generated in real and meaningful contexts. It was shown in 
item 13 that the students manifested to feel insecure when they speak in English, especially to 
the students whose perception channels was predominantly visual. On the other hand, the 
auditory students showed difficulties in this variable; particularly, in items 2, and 3 the language 
production and pronunciation. This variable leads us to conclude the importance to establish 
exercises that go deeper in the use of oral production in order to enhance students to overcome 
this difficulty. 
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Variable 3. Affective domain 
This variable was important in this study because it pretended to demonstrate how the 
classroom can be the scenario to work the curricula content and at the same time, to enhance 
students to work cooperatively, to learn from the others, to be emphatic, and to develop 
leadership, management of frustration, responsibility, and commitment. It also allowed them to 
feel motivated with the class in a holistic way in order to feel recognition as participants in class 
appart from the magisterial ones. It is evident in this variable that all the kinesthetic students 
recognized the facility to acquire knowledge through interaction with their classmates, as it is 
shown in the items 11, 12 and 15. This observation was extended to the other two groups of the 
students (visual and auditory) which the majority referred to enjoy the activities that allow them 
to make dialogical relations in activities in which their creativity, motivation, and commitment 
were used consciously in order to achieve personal and collective goals. After analyzing this 
rubric, the following conclusions emerged: 
1. The visual students referred to work better individually; they consider the speaking 
process more difficult. 
2. The auditory students identified the facility to develop exercises of listening, consistent 
with their perception channel. 
3. The kinesthetic students recognized the contact with their partners, and the interpersonal 
relationships activities were easier for them. 
4. Although the students overcame significantly oral difficulties, independently their 
perception channel or preference, it is still the main aspect to continue working on. 
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4.1.5 Entry and exit test 
The entry test applied used a scale of 1 to 100 the level students had before working the 
didactic unit in which each one developed different activities according to their perception 
channels previously identified. 
The analysis of the results of the entry test and exit test was considered in order to identify the 
scores gained after the methodological intervention. Taking into account that the didactic unit 
was developed in order for learners to learn the words to show a Master Chef as a final task; the 
words given to the students were classified into four items: fruits, vegetables, and basic 
ingredients; 20 cooking verbs and quantifiers. 
 
LIST OF WORDS 
FRUITS VEGETABLES BASIC 
INGREDIENTS AND 
OTHERS 
COOKING VERBS QUANTIFIERS 
Bananas 
Oranges 
Apple 
Pears 
Watermelon 
Grapes 
Tangerine 
Lemon 
Pineapple 
avocado 
 
Lettuce 
Cauliflower 
Tomatoes 
Carrots 
Mushrooms 
Onion 
Garlic 
Peppers 
Peas 
broccoli 
 
Cheese 
Milk 
Yogurt 
Cereal 
Eggs 
Bread 
Butter 
Meat 
Pizza 
Chicken 
Water 
Turkey 
To cook 
To cut 
To peel 
To fry 
To stir 
To chop 
To slice 
To grate 
To dice 
To pour 
To boil 
To wash 
Some 
Any 
Much 
Many 
A lot of 
Few 
Little 
no 
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Sausages 
Cookies 
Fish 
Soda 
Chocolate 
Rice 
Ice cream 
Coffee 
Juice 
Pasta 
To weight 
To knead 
To sprinkle 
To beat 
To spread 
To squeeze 
To bake 
To roast 
To grill 
To microwave 
 
 
The list has 94 words that students worked on for three months. The entry test and exit test 
presented a list of 61 words.  
 
The purpose of the exit test was to measure students’ vocabulary learning as a result of 
the activation of their perception channels and the whole implementation in general. This 
instrument was administered after the completion of the intervention process (3 months) in order 
to contrast and analyze the participants’ possible increase in lexical knowledge after the 
implementation of their perception channels. Comparing participants’ entry test scores with their 
exit test enabled the researchers to see whether the implementation of the proposal was 
successful in improving participants’ vocabulary knowledge. 
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ENTRY TEST 
(JULY) 
EXIT TEST 
(OCTOBER) GAIN  
VISUAL STUDENTS (7) 57,57 86,14 28,9 (28,9%)  
AUDITIVE STUDENTS 
(7) 
58,57 87,14 28,57 (28,57%) 
 
KINESTHETIC 
STUDENTS(11) 
43,64 71,36 27,72 (27,72%) 
 
     
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As it is shown in the graphic, the students demonstrated a significant progress in 
vocabulary retention being the visual students who had a higher retention level (28, 9). This 
graphic also allowed to infer how the different didactic strategies use according to the learners’ 
preferences into the classroom, and strengthen their capacity to learn the language; specifically, 
in vocabulary retention, which is fundamental to perform the abilities of the language properly. 
  
Based on the results obtained in the collected data of this study, the teacher-researcher 
applied a qualitative method. It was gathered through an entry test and exit test, which were 
designed in order to analyze the students’ scores and the number of words they internalized after 
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the whole process, developing activities focused on their perception channels, and regarding on 
food vocabulary, cooking verbs and quantifiers; the teacher-researcher field noted learners’ self-
assessment rubric and a semi-structured interview. 
The teacher-researcher designed a figure which shows the categories and sub-categories gathered 
by the instruments. These categories and sub-categories emerged in order to answer the question 
of the study: “How may a Didactic Unit based on students’ perception channels develop lexicon 
retention in tenth graders?” 
 
Research Question Emerging category Sub-categories Evidence 
How may a didactic 
unit based on 
student’s perception 
channels develop 
lexicon retention in 
tenth grade? 
Vocabulary 
retention. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Motivation and self-
confidence 
 
 
 
Fluency 
Use of vocabulary in real 
contexts. 
 
 
 
 
 
Participation  
Positive attitude  
Responsibility/commitment 
 
 
 Field Notes 
 Students’ 
artifacts 
 Exit test 
 External 
observers 
 
 Field Notes 
 External 
observers 
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Students’ awareness 
the way they learn 
best. 
 
Awareness of learning. 
Progress according to 
their perception channels 
 External 
observers 
 Students’ 
artifacts 
 
Category 1. Vocabulary retention: 
This category resulted after analyzing the teacher’s field notes, learners’ artifacts, and the 
teachers’ interviews. Both students and teachers talked positively about the methodological 
proposal as the strategy to increase students’ vocabulary retention. The teacher-researcher could 
conclude that the use of this strategy and the activities proposed in it fulfilled the main purpose: 
to activate students’ perception channels for vocabulary acquisition. At the same time, the 
students recognized their preferences at the moment of acquiring vocabulary in long-term 
memory; being aware of the importance to learn vocabulary; as (Thornbury 2002) asserts, 
vocabulary learning is essential to learn a language. According to Oxford, (1990). The students 
also appreciated the use of different resources that enhance them to learn the language easier and 
enjoyable. In fact, the learners have to deal with vocabulary knowledge difficulties. Resourceful 
teachers must “make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self–directed, more effective, 
and more transferable to new situations". It was evident in the implementation of the didactic 
unit since it applied several activities in order to increase learners’ vocabulary retention as well 
as their interest and motivation to learn the language through their preferences. 
 
Fluency: 
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After the analysis of data collected from students’ artifacts, teachers’ interviews, and students’ 
rubric, it is evidenced that students enhanced their vocabulary retention focused on their 
perception channels, through the application of the didactic unit. The students expressed to have 
had a general improvement in vocabulary retention. In spite of the fact that some students 
defined speaking as a difficult ability, most of them surpassed this difficulty that led them to 
reflect on their process, evaluate their progress, and identify their drawbacks. In this sense, 
students’ vocabulary internalization allowed them to speak more fluently. 
S2: Pues a lo largo de estos 3 meses yo he aprendido mucho porque me ha ayudado a vencer mis miedos a hablar 
en público me ha gustado cada clase es una forma muy dinámica la verdad me ayuda mucho. Y pues el día del 
master chef pues aunque estaba nerviosa porque me cuesta hablar en público yo me divertí mucho lo disfrute me 
emocione mucho viendo a mis compañeros hay comprometiendo todos hay tan bonitos la verdad lo disfrute fue un 
día muy vinito ese día yo aprendí muchas cosas aprendí a que uno no debe dejarse vencer por el miedo. 
S3:Me gusta mucho la dinámica con la que trabajamos este periodo ya que me ayudo a aprender más rápido 
vocabulario los verbos todo fue mucho más fácil y de forma más clara y con todo esto me ayudo a demostrarme a 
mí misma que si puedo hacer las cosas que puedo dejar la pena a un lado y mejore un poco mi vocabulario pero si 
fue una forma de aprendizaje muy buena me ayudó mucho y me quedo más grabado todo ya puedo ver una oración 
y entenderla más fácil aparte de eso fue una experiencia muy bonita compartir con mis compañeros y ver que todos 
juntos aprendimos y lo que nos dejó esta experiencia fue algo muy bonito no tengo forma de decir lo especial y 
bonito que fue para todos la unión que jamás se había visto. 
These assertions were described by the learners as an advantage activity proposed in the 
methodological proposal regarding different tasks thought to enhance students’ perception 
channels, and tt the same time, to produce the use of words in a communicative form. Nation 
(2001) says that “learning from meaningful-focused input cannot occur if there are lots of 
unknown words”. For this reason, it is important to implement strategies, techniques, methods, or 
proposals that drive the students to acquire the words through meaningful input into meaningful 
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contexts that lead them to use fluently the output skills in order to express their ideas. Through 
these opinions, the teacher-researcher was able to understand that the learners recognized the 
effectiveness of the proposal in several aspects such as Vocabulary retention, pronunciation, 
writing, fluency, funny, exciting, and didactic games and activities; besides they put into practice 
what they learnt and they felt motivated to learn and produce the language.  
T2: The student identifies concepts, they are more confident when they are doing the activity, they also appropriate 
the words they have to use. 
 Real contexts emerged in this study as one of the sub-categories because the students intuitively 
recognized that prior concepts and learning in context arose their vocabulary acquisition and 
production. Essentially, individual learners built meaning from their experiences; learning should 
be meaningful and derive from an authentic context in order to develop the tasks; learners should 
be allowed to pursue individual learning goals (Confrey, 1990). The students along this study 
worked the lexicon in context, so they learned from activities which were meaningful in this 
process.  
S7:Primero que todo gracias a mi profesora de inglés Coni por que a través de sus actividades el grupo se ha visto 
beneficiado en cuanto al acercamiento y lo unidos que nos vimos en cada actividad. Segundo que gracias a tales 
actividades hemos reforzado nuestro aprendizaje en el área de inglés en gran parte ya que al ser de forma dinámica 
a uno le parece más divertido y aprende más fácil. En cuanto a las actividades se ve el empeño que coni hace al 
prepararlas y son muy chéveres al realizarlas como escribí anteriormente se ve el aprendizaje y el acercamiento del 
grupo. La actividad del master chef fue una experiencia grandiosa tanto para mí como creo que para el resto del 
grupo, ver como preparábamos todo y todos ponían de su parte para hacerlo y aunque los nervios nos invadían un 
poco logramos hacerlo, aprendernos todo en inglés es muy chévere, preparar la receta, escribirla fue algo 
extraordinario e inolvidable. 
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S4: Creo que es una forma diferente y buena de aprender que llena de muchas anécdotas y una experiencia muy 
agradable que hace que aprender se vuelva divertido y que uno quiere estar en este salón siempre. 
According to these assertions, the scopes of the activities proposed on the methodological 
proposal were significant in different aspects; here, the learners could identify items that have to 
do with learning easily and faster. They considered it as a good method to store words;, they also 
thought this method reinforced their learning through experiences and anecdotes that increased 
their lexicon, to be applicable in their daily life to fulfill their objectives. Besides, Rubin (1987, 
p. 22) has defined language strategies as “strategies which contribute to the development of the 
language system which the learner constructs and affect learning directly”. That is why this 
methodological proposal took into account activities which enhance the students’ knowledge 
through a real context in order to achieve the goals.  
The teachers’ perceptions about this category were clear in the sense that they considered 
these activities and projects highly important in this context due to its own characteristics and 
needs. They explained that it is necessary to create pedagogical scenarios in which students can 
interact with real contexts. In the same way, students can change their beliefs and concept about 
the difficult English is. Besides, when the learners interact in real contexts, other socio-affective 
aspects can emerge significantly.  
Category 2: Motivation and self-confidence 
This category refers to the awareness students had in the learning process. Nunan (1999) 
states that it is not only a matter of reflecting on their pedagogical objectives, contents, and 
materials but their existing attitudes towards learning, learning strategies, and self-reflection as 
learners. According to this category, the students had the opportunity to think about the activities 
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they found easier or more difficult. They also reflected on important concepts such as 
collaborative work, self-evaluation, and responsibility and commitment. 
S6: Se aplica lo que hemos aprendido gracias a juegos a ejercicios o exámenes hemos superado una meta más por 
el deseo de aprender más y exponemos más sin miedo a nada porque así nos demostramos que hemos aprendido 
más de lo que esperábamos le doy gracias a Dios y a la profe por enseñarme cosas nuevas cada día. 
S1: Considero que las actividades didácticas que nos realiza la profe Conny son muy específicas y lúdicas que 
gracias a esto he aprendido bastante vocabulario que antes no sabía, las actividades que realizamos la mayoría de 
veces son en grupo y esto hace que nos integremos más con otros compañeros y también con nuestro propio salón, 
son actividades muy bonita y únicas que solo con la profe Conny he vivido y creo que esas experiencias son únicas y 
muy buenas. 
The encouraging tasks awake high degrees of autonomy in the learner. The 
implementation of the methodological proposal, which students found funny and interesting, in 
which they had to develop their own recipes, writing them and looking for the way they were 
presented.  
Accordingly, it was possible to observe how students perform assignments independently 
without constantly teachers ‘monitoring and being aware of their learning strategies for 
vocabulary acquisition that they implemented when they developed the methodological proposal. 
The teachers also noticed a significant improvement in this category. 
Finally, after analyzing the results, the students become more autonomous and 
responsible learners developing activities in which they did not need the constant teacher’s 
supervision. Likewise, the students understood that collaborative work enhances their knowledge 
and the commitment in order to achieve objectives. 
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For this study, the student’s participation, good attitude, and motivation were crucial in 
the development of the whole methodological proposal regarding on students’ preferences. The 
theory explains that many factors were involved in the process of learning. Therefore, it is 
important to recognize that the learning styles might be thought of as cognitive, affective, and 
physiological traits that are indicators of how learners perceive, interact with, and respond to the 
learning environment. 
The teacher-researcher in this study, and being consistent with the teachers and students’ 
assertions, considered that all of them showed a high degree of participation, positive attitude 
and motivation in the activities, along the methodological process.  
S1: Este proyecto en lo personal fue uno de los mejores eventos que se han preparado en el colegio ¡es que fue 
genial!, con solo saber que lo que nos enseña la profesora es decir: que gracias a ella sea posible hacer este tipo de 
proyectos, que sirven tanto en la parte académica como en la parte social. Saber que cada uno de tubo que 
preparar su propia receta trabajar tan duro aprender y decir quitando el miedo dándolo todo no por una nota sino 
porque el trabajo la profe todos lo merecíamos saber que cada receta tubo su preparación definidamente el mejor 
trabajo además cada compañero, todo el grupo se unió como una familia son casos que no pasan todos los días una 
vez más la profe nos dio uno de los mejores momentos. 
The most important to underline in this category was that, in spite of the many economic 
difficulties, classmates’ differences, English difficulties beliefs, etc. they demonstrated that goals 
can be reached with passion and effort. It was also important to highlight the role of the teacher 
that implied to address students’ needs and interests by becoming facilitators enhancing them to 
be aware of their preferences in order to use the language; at the same time, being motivators to 
engage students to use the vocabulary in real context. Considering the information gathered from 
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the learner’s artifacts and teachers’ interviews, the teacher-researcher concluded that students 
perceived the teacher role as highly important in their process. 
S3: Ante todo quiero agradecer mucho a la profesora porque debido a ella el inglés para mi es cada vez más fácil, 
aprendí muchísimas cosas que tiempo atrás no había podido aprender, el trabajo en equipo y ver como todo el 
salón acepta las actividades sin poner pero alguno y ver como progresamos cada vez más y entendemos las cosas 
que la profesora enseña con su esfuerzo y manera tan divertida y buena de enseñanza. Por eso le doy muchísimas 
gracias a Conny porque ella la considero una profesora excelente y muy buena, gracias a ella nuestro grupo y 
como otros cursos han aprendido y se les facilita el inglés de una manera extraordinaria. Enserio gracias Conny 
por tantas cosas bonitas que hemos vivido y grandes avances como lo ha hecho nuestro curso. 
S5: Este proyecto de inglés ha sido muy importante para mí ya que me ha ayudado en muchas cosas como en el 
vocabulario que no conocía y en varias cosas más la profesora hace lo imposible para que nosotros aprendamos 
ingles no es un derecho pero siempre es importante ella nos hace varias actividades para aprender inglés para que 
identifiquemos varias cosas que nosotros no sabemos. 
This research revealed that the teacher’s support had a positive impact on the learners’ 
learning process. In this sense, the participants expressed that the teacher was the motivator that 
engaged meaningful and interesting activities that aided learning in different ways. For this 
reason, learners were more motivated to learn and were willing to participate in the tasks 
proposed by the teacher-researcher during the process of the pedagogical intervention. 
Category 3: Students’ awareness the way they learn best. 
It must be stated that students’ preferences support means of vocabulary learning since 
students grow in proficiency. Taking into consideration behaviors and attitudes, the learning 
process could facilitate individual progress. The learners were exposed to tasks involving the 
most suitable way to retain and produce vocabulary.  
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S9: Fue una experiencia muy, muy espectacular, teníamos un objetivo propio y grupal, y podemos 
deducir que lo logramos, podemos decir que muchas barreras psicológicas y sociales se rompieron, ya 
sea, desde hablar en inglés, pues genera un miedo impresionante, hasta plasmar las palabras y los 
términos en inglés. Conocimos nuestra forma más fácil de aprender, ahora sé que soy kinestético. Fue 
único el modo que se empleó para aprender (con certeza fue el mejor), llegamos a un resultado muy lindo 
y lleno de conocimiento. 
Awareness of learning progress according to their perception channels: 
After analyzing the findings, we can conclude that working on students’ preferences as a 
tool for developing vocabulary retention, specifically increased the level of raising awareness of 
the way they could learn better. It departed from student’s freedom to interact with task provided 
by the methodological proposal that allowed them to carry out assignments being aware of the 
use of learning strategies and acquiring vocabulary in a funny and dynamic way.  
Awareness of the learning progress according to their perception channels: 
S8: Muchas de las actividades que realizamos me sirvieron mucho para poder entender más el 
vocabulario y los cooking verbs se aprende mucho con actividades así como más lo hicieron porque se 
cambia la dinámica de siempre el tablero y por eso es muy chévere hacer ese tipo de actividades. 
 
Taking into account this assertion, for different classroom situations, it may be difficult to 
incorporate diverse teaching and learning techniques and methodologies different from the 
traditional ones. Nevertheless, this study showed that students’ preferences to learn allowed the 
teacher-researcher to gain a deep insight into learners’ strengths and difficulties. According to 
this, teacher-researcher recognized that students the classroom develop different ways of learning 
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and thinking. On the other hand, participants felt as important members of the group because 
they increased awareness of their own learning process, knowing the way they learn better. 
S7:Al ser tan didáctica la actividad hace que pierda la intención de trabajo más como un juego para que 
nosotros interactuemos y tengamos presente que al salir del colegio tendremos que relacionarnos entre 
nosotros y personas externas a nuestro círculo social. Por otra parte ya que estemos interactuando al 
mismo tiempo aprendemos nuevos verbos, términos y vocabulario nuevo para poderlo aplicar en nuestra 
vida cotidiana a futuro. Mejorando así la comunicación al igual que nos apropiamos de los 
conocimientos de la misma actividad. 
Taking into account this school context, it seems quite important the concept of others 
openness, differences tolerance, and the capacity to communicate to each other, knowing the 
importance that language has in the human been development. To consider the language as an 
integrated core and the students’ preferences, teachers can communicate many important thoughts 
about life, peace, goals, projects, history, and general knowledge and become an important part in 
this society who enhances the students to construct a life project. At the same time, they learn the 
target language to be able to be part of a society in which English plays a fundamental part. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS  
The findings in this study give account for the positive impact that the methodological 
proposal grounded on a Didactic Unit based on students’ perception channels had in order to 
improve their vocabulary knowledge and retention. To achieve the answer to the main research 
question, specific outcomes can be evidenced by the next facts: First, the twenty-five students 
who were given the activities according to their perception channels including, charts, pictures, 
words, videos, listening comprehension exercises and games, seemed to improve and increase 
their vocabulary and learning strategies. Secondly, learners’ vocabulary retention improved 
significantly, mainly because they were involved in task-based learning that led them to achieve 
goals into enjoyable and different activities, that at the same time, enhanced their creativity and 
responsibility, which resulted in success learning vocabulary. In other words, being aware of 
their perception channels and the strategies they used in order to retrieve and recall words in 
context had a positive effect in the final results, as well as in their motivation, participation, and 
commitment to English.  
After conducting this study, it was found that being aware of the perception channels, 
learners were able to identify the strategies that lead them to improve their vocabulary 
acquisition. The findings indicated that students’ preferences had a relevant impact on 
vocabulary acquisition in EFL. 
Learners’ lexicon knowledge improved because they were involved in a task-based 
learning process, which encouraged them to take part of their own learning, using their previous 
knowledge, context, and the proper strategies according to their perception channels. They also 
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recognized that vocabulary showed into meaningful manner regarding on their preferences visual 
aids, grouping, charts, map concepts were pertinent to visual learners; listening exercises, music, 
and listening aids were appropriate to auditory students; and games, role plays, charades were 
relevant for kinesthetic learners. 
It is important to say that all the abilities of the language were taken into account in this 
study. The most difficult for the students was the oral skill since they should pronounce 
correctly, and this was difficult for them because they felt anxious to speak in from of the jury 
and classmates. Nevertheless, most of them showed an important interest in surpassing this 
difficulty. On the other hand, students’ motivation and willingness towards their learning process 
increased since they were involved in interesting activities that engaged them to learn words 
meaningfully. These tasks were chosen in accordance with their preferences. According to the 
information gathered from the students’ artifacts, it was found that they participated actively in 
all the activities; they also liked to work cooperatively in order to achieve the last task which 
became the goal. Additionally, students evidenced high levels of motivation, participation, and 
commitment using different strategies in acquiring vocabulary. 
This research also showed that learners retrieved and recalled the words they learned 
through the implementation because they were the center of their learning in the sense that they 
wrote and planned their own recipes. By having real contact with the food, students had the 
opportunity to interact with their partners, the language and the teacher; thus, making the 
vocabulary acquisition more significant for them. Likewise, being aware of their preferences 
fostered them to be aware of more suitable strategies which lead them to use their memory 
strategies in order to retrieve and recall as many words as possible that facilitated the language 
acquisition. 
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The students described the proposal based on a didactic unit as a valuable tool to enhance 
vocabulary internalization, the activities according to their perception channels were interesting, 
funny and important for their learning process. Another relevant conclusion of this study is the 
teachers’ role as motivator and leader who engages students as active participants in the process. 
EFL teachers must enhance learners to use and assist them in using the effective strategies to 
achieve the goals; in this case, to acquire vocabulary taking advantage of their perception 
channels through different tasks. Besides, leading students to improve the language abilities by 
using correctly the words they have learned.  
Another important aspect found in this study was the affective needs students in difficult 
contexts have. That might influence positively or negatively their learning process. As EFL 
teachers, we must take into account students’ motivation, self-confidence, empathy, enthusiasms, 
and attitudes, in order to encourage abilities and minimize difficulties. Regarding this, it may be 
said that when students surpass affective difficulties they are able to achieve easier the goals.  
To sum up, the activation of students’ perception channels for vocabulary acquisition with the 
implementation of this research validates positive progress in retrieving and recalling words in 
meaningful contexts in long-term memory. At the same time, it helps the students to keep in 
mind the best strategies to learn in an easy and enjoyable way, by increasing their levels of 
motivation, participation, responsibility, and commitment. It is relevant that teachers and learners 
become aware of learning strategies that support the teaching and learning process in order to 
allow students to use their preferences and the most suitable strategies for them. In this sense, use 
the language correctly to communicate their ideas effectively. 
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Appendix 1. Field Notes Instrument 
Review Section Description/Comments 
1. SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT 
(shows good command and knowledge of 
subject matter; demonstrates breadth and 
depth of mastery) 
Countable and uncountable nouns- quantifiers-
food vocabulary-cooking verbs 
2. ORGANIZATION 
(organizes subject matter; evidences 
preparation; is thorough; states clear 
objectives; emphasizes and summarizes 
main points, meets class at scheduled 
time, regularly monitors on-line course) 
 The teacher-researcher shows students’ 
methodological proposal (Didactic Unit) here the 
main objective is shown to students. The 
students Know the main points of this Didactic 
Unit, and the way they are going to work. The 
teacher makes emphasis on the last project 
which is the Master Chef. 
3. RAPPORT  
(holds interest of students; is respectful, 
fair, and impartial; provides feedback, 
encourages participation; interacts with 
students, shows enthusiasm) 
 The student are very interested in developing 
the activities, proposed on the Didactic Unit, they 
are very receptive in the use of the material 
because of it is different and new for them. They 
are very motivated and enthusiastic. 
 
4. TEACHING METHODS  
(uses relevant teaching methods, aids, 
materials, techniques, and technology; 
includes variety, balance, imagination, 
group involvement; uses examples that 
are simple, clear, precise, and 
appropriate; stays focused on and meets 
stated objectives) 
 
The didactic unit is shown and presented to the 
students. The objectives and parts of the 
methodological proposal as well as the first 
point. 
 
5. TEACHER PERCEPTION  
(Teacher perception of classroom 
environment, students´ behavior, 
attitudes etc.) 
 
The students are very interested in doing this 
project, they show high motivation about the 
development of the Didactic Unit and the final 
project proposed in the methodological proposal. 
The students develop the first part of the didactic 
unit knowing the vocabulary they are going to 
learn. The students demonstrate high level of 
motivation doing and repeating the new words. 
The students also understand very quickly the 
concepts of like and do not like and classify 
easily the food. 
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Created by CSRA RESA and East GLRS, May 2006. Revised April, 2007;August Septiember 2012 
 
Instructor: CONSTANZA VARGAS         Course: 1003  
 Date and Time: July 12th, 13th, 19th and 26th 27th    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students interact with others since all the activities in 
these sessions they work in pairs or groups, they also 
interact with the didactic unit and videos. At the 
same time they recognize the pronunciation and 
identify food vocabulary and the verbs. 
 
Students compare their attitudes with their 
classmates’ to communicate, and adjust their existing 
ones in order to communicate effectively with others 
in the classroom.    
  
6. MANAGEMENT  
(uses time wisely; attends to course 
interaction; demonstrates leadership 
ability; maintains discipline and control; 
maintains effective e-platform 
management) 
 The students maintains discipline and control 
doing the activities because they are interested 
doing the activity 
7. SENSITIVITY  
(exhibits sensitivity to students' personal 
culture, gender differences and 
disabilities, responds appropriately in a 
non-threatening, pro-active learning 
environment) 
 This didactic Unit has different activities in which 
students can feel comfortable because they are 
focused on their preferences.  
8. PERSONAL 
(evidences self-confidence; maintains 
professional comportment and 
appearance) 
  The students feel very comfortable about the 
activities, besides, the students and the teacher-
researcher have a very good and close relation. 
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Appendix 2. Perception Channels Questionnaire 
 
                                                               
 
 
UNIVERSIDAD LIBRE 
FACULTAD DE EDUCACIÓN 
MAESTRÍA EN EDUCACIÓN CON ÉNFASIS EN DIDÁCTICA DEL INGLÉS 
Maestrante: Constanza Vargas Murcia 
INSTRUCCIONES 
Lee cuidadosamente cada pregunta 
A cada pregunta le corresponde una sola opción de respuesta. 
Marca con una x la respuesta que consideres apropiada  en el cuadro presentado al final del 
cuestionario. 
QUESTIONAIRE  
 
NAME:
1-What of the following activities do you enjoy 
the most? 
a- Listening to music 
b- Watching movies 
c- Dancing your favorite music 
2- When you talk to other people you 
a- Listen to them 
b- See them 
c- Try to touch them kindly 
3 -What kind of tests are easier for you 
a- Oral tests 
b- Written tests 
c- Multiple choice option tests 
4- It is easier for you to learn something by 
a- Repeating in a loud voice 
b- Writing many times 
c- Making a relation with something else 
 
5- How do you consider yourself? 
a- Athletic 
b- Intellectual 
c- Sociable 
6- How do you prefer keeping in touch with other 
people? 
a- By phone 
b- By mail 
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c- In meetings 
7- If you were in an isolated island what would 
you prefer bringing with you? 
a- Any device to listen to music 
b- Some good books 
c- Some devices to build something 
8- What do you prefer? 
a- To play a musical instrument 
b- To take photos 
c- Handicraft activities 
 
9- It is easy for you to understand something 
a- When it is explained in an oral way 
b- When it is presented by  visual media 
c- When it is done through any activity 
10- Do you prefer learning English By? 
a- Listening to music in English 
b- Watching movies, videos, video games 
etc. 
c- Doing different activities 
11-What kind of books would you like to read for 
fun? 
a- A book with a lot of pictures in it 
b- A book with a lot of words in it 
c- A book with a lot of crosswords puzzles 
12-when you are not sure how to spell a word, 
what are you most likely to do? 
a- Write it down to see if it looks right 
b- Spell it out to see if it sounds right 
c- Trace the letters in the air (finger 
spelling) 
13-When you see the word “cat” what do you do 
first? 
a- Picture a cat in your mind 
b- Say the word cat to yourself 
c- Think about being a cat 
14-what is the best way for you to study for a  
Tests? 
a- Read the notebook and review pictures 
or charts 
b- Have someone ask you questions that 
you can answer rout loud 
c- Make up index cards that you can review 
15-what is the best way for you to learn how 
something works? 
a- Get someone to show you 
b- Read about it or listen to someone 
explain it 
c- Figure it out your own 
16-What do you find most distracting when you 
are trying to study? 
 
a- People walking past you 
b- Loud noises 
c- An uncomfortable chair 
17-Of these three classes, which is your favorite? 
a- Art class 
b- English class 
c- Physical education class 
18-What do you like to do to relax? 
a- Read 
b- Listen to music 
c- Exercise 
19-What is the best way for you to remember a 
friend’s phone number? 
a- Picture the number on the phone as you 
would dial them 
b- Said it out loud over and over 
c- Write it down or store in your phone 
contact list 
20-What do you prefer doing with your friends? 
a- To go to a movie 
b- To go to a party 
c- To go to a park 
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ANSWER SHEET 
NAME: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
a a a a a a a A a a a a a a a a a a a a 
b b b b b b b B b b b b b b b b b b b b 
c c c c c c c C c c c c c c c c c c c c 
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Appendix 3. Students’ test (entry and exit tests) 
Activation of Perception Channels for Vocabulary Acquisition: A study 
with young EFL learners 
Pretest/Posttest Instrument 
 
Name: _____________________________ Group: _____________ Date: ____________ 
 
 
General Directions: The following test intends to assess your vocabulary knowledge. 
It has three parts. In the first two sections, you should write the correct food word, 
then you should write the correct cooking verb according to the picture.  The 
following part is a listening comprehension activity, you should chose the correct 
word according to what you listen to. And the last part is a game (charades) based 
on food and cooking verbs vocabulary. Remember that this test is not graded so feel 
free to answer as honestly as possible.    
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Part 1: Write the word that you know according to the picture. 
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Now be ready, look at the picture and in pairs recognize the cooking verbs. 
 
 
 
Now write the cooking verbs. 
1.______________2.________________3.________________4.____________5._______________ 
6.______________7.________________8.________________9.____________10______________ 
11._____________12.______________13.________________14.___________15._____________ 
16._____________17.______________18.________________19.___________20._____________ 
21._____________22.______________23.________________24.___________25._____________ 
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Part 2. Listening comprehension activity 
. Circle the correct item 
 
11. You like to drink___________ juice mainly in the mornings. 
 
B. Orange      B.   Banana      C.  strawberry 
 
12. My mother made chicken with a ___________sauce for dinner last night. It was 
delicious! 
 
B. Juicy        B. salty       C. spicy 
 
13. My grandmother likes to put too much __________in the food. 
 
B. Tomatoes      B. broccoli      C. garlic 
 
14. My family always drink ______________with cereal in breakfast. 
 
B. Chocolate      B. milk      C. tea 
 
15. I love ______________eggs in the morning 
 
B. Scramble       B. fry     C. boiled 
 
16. You can _________the best __________chicken at my mother´s house 
 
B. Eat-baked       B. taste- fried       C. drink- spicy 
 
17. Esteban does not like to __________ the juice for lunch. 
 
B. Blend           B. melt         c. pour 
 
18. To cook a good pasta  it is necessary _______________parmesan cheese 
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B. Put        B. chop        C. sprinkle  
  
19. To make a tomatoes sauce you have to ______________the tomatoes 
 
b. Drain        b. simmer                C. chop 
 
20. Marlon always_____________ butter on the bread 
 
B. Puts          B. spreads        C. sprinkle 
 
 
Part 3: Charades: This game consist of divide the students into 3 groups according 
to their perception channels. One student from each group is going to be said a 
sentence with cooking verbs and food vocabulary, he/she represent that sentence 
and the team has to guess the complete sentence. 
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Appendix 4. External observers’ evaluation. 
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Created by CSRA RESA and East GLRS, May 2006. Revised April, 2007;August, September 2012 
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Appendix 5. Student’s Artifact 
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Appendix 6. Self-Evaluation Rubric 
Learning from self-
evaluation 
It is really important that you evaluate your progress, match with an X what 
you consider your advancement. 
 
NOW I KNOW HOW TO  easy Not bad difficult 
Recognize the food, cooking 
verbs and quantifiers vocabulary 
in context. 
   
Produce the food, cooking verbs 
and quantifier’s vocabulary in 
context. 
   
Pronounce food vocabulary, 
cooking verbs and quantifiers in 
a good way 
   
Write the food vocabulary, the 
cooking verbs and quantifiers 
correctly 
   
Classify countable and 
uncountable food vocabulary  
   
Make the proposed exercises     
Understand the listening 
exercises. 
   
Participate in the games.    
Read in a comprehensible way 
recognizing the food, cooking 
verbs and quantifiers in the texts 
   
Write your own recipe using 
food, cooking verbs and 
quantifiers. 
   
Work in groups to prepare the 
last project activity. 
   
Work with responsibility and 
commitment in every activity.  
   
Speak in front of the class 
presenting my recipe. 
   
Speak in English because I have 
internalized the vocabulary in 
context. 
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GRADE BY THE TEACHER 
PERFORMANCE 
SUPERIOR 
PROGRESS 
HIGH PROGRESS BASIC PROGRESS LOW PROGRESS 
    
 
 
Write your comments about the development of this didactic unit.  
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Participate in the activities in an 
enjoyable way. 
   
Share with my classmates    
Work with my course in an 
enjoyable way to get ahead a 
project. 
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Appendix 7. Didactic Unit 
COLEGIO KIMY PERNIA DOMICO IED 
Educación con Valores e Identidad para Aprendizajes Productivos 
Resolución de reconocimiento oficial  Nº 07-0026 de Enero 08 de 2009 Inscripción 
UN NUEVO ESPACIO: PENSANDO, CREANDO, CONSTRUYENDO, TRANSFORMANDO,  EJERCITANDO Y CULTIVANDO 
SUEÑOS PARA MEJORAR NUESTRA CALIDAD DE VIDA, EN EL KIMY PERNIA” 
 
 
 
Name: _______________________________Course 10º____  
Date: ______________________ 
Teacher: Constanza Vargas Murcia.     
BECOMING A COLOMBIAN 
MASTER-CHEF 
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“LEARNING THROUGH 
CHALLENGES” 
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To apply quantifiers, countable and 
uncountable nouns and culinary vocabulary as a communicative 
channel in a master-chef role in order to build a recipe. 
 
LANGUAGE FOCUS:  
 Revising and practicing quantifiers. 
 Focus the attention on the reading about international and 
Colombian food and underline the quantifiers. 
 Write your own recipe using the countable and uncountable 
nouns and the quantifiers as well as the food vocabulary. 
 Master Chef Activity. 
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BE READY TO LEARN! 
1-Look the following charts and pronounce the words! Make connections 
between the word and the picture in your mind. 
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These are the cooking verbs you are going to use in your recipe! 
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2. Select the food from the first chart you like and you do not like. Write 
them in the corresponding column.   
 
FRUITS 
 
VEGETABLES DIARY BASIC 
INGREDIENTS 
        
 
 
Now look at a video and say the vocabulary you have already known. 
LISTENING EXERCISE 
3. Circle the correct item 
 
21. You like to drink___________ juice mainly in the mornings. 
 
C. Orange      B.   banana      C.  strawberry 
 
22. My mother made chicken with a ___________sauce for dinner last night. It was 
delicious! 
 
C. Juicy        B. salty       C. spicy 
 
23. My grandmother likes to put too much __________in the food. 
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C. Tomatoes      B. broccoli      C. garlic 
 
24. My family always drink ______________with cereal in breakfast. 
 
C. Chocolate      B. milk      C. tea 
 
25. I love ______________eggs in the morning 
 
C. Scramble       B. fry     C. boiled 
 
26. You can _________the best __________chicken at my mother´s house 
 
C. Eat-baked       B. taste- fried       C. drink- spicy 
 
27. Esteban does not like to __________ the juice for lunch. 
 
C. Blend           B. melt         c. pour 
 
28. To cook a good pasta  it is necessary _______________parmesan cheese 
 
C. Put        B. chop        C. sprinkle  
  
29. To make a tomatoes sauce you have to ______________the tomatoes 
 
c. Drain        b. simmer                C. chop 
 
30. Marlon always_____________ butter on the bread 
 
C. Puts          B. spreads        C. sprinkle 
 
IT IS TIME TO PLAY 
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6. Now be ready, look at the picture and in pairs say aloud the cooking 
verbs. 
 
 
7. Now write the cooking verbs. 
1.______________2.________________3.________________4.____________5._______________ 
6.______________7.________________8.________________9.____________10______________ 
11._____________12.______________13.________________14.___________15._____________ 
16._____________17.______________18.________________19.___________20._____________ 
21._____________22.______________23.________________24.___________25._____________ 
 
8. Make three groups, each group is going get a star from the blackboard 
to represent the sentence you find there.  
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LEARN FROM THE 
SOURCES 
Now let’s talk about countable and uncountable nouns.  
Look at the charts! 
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9. From the first list of food vocabulary select ten countable and ten 
uncountable nouns 
 
 
 
 
 
COUNTABLE UNCOUNTABLE 
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10. EXERCISES 
 
Quantifiers exercise. 
a. Fill in the gaps with one of the following 
determiners: Some, Any 
1- Ann has _____________candies. 
2- Bill doesn´t have ______money. 
3- Sue will give us _______information about the 
restaurants. 
4- There is _______milk in the fridge. 
5- There isn´t ________beer. 
 
b. Much, many, lots of, a lot of: 
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1- We had _________assignments in English this 
term. 
2- How _________salt is left? 
3- _________there are bananas in the kitchen. 
4- I don´t like vegetables too _______. 
5- __________people likes eating after 8:00 pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
11. Write sentences using each quantifier and food vocabulary. 
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12.  LISTENING
 
 
 
13. READING 
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LEARNING BY DOING 
COLOMBIAN MASTER-CHEF 
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 PRE-TASK 
This recipe could help you to write yours. 
 
 
 
 
14. It is necessary that you do a homework, it consists of inquiring your 
relatives specially those who you live with, about a recipe which is 
meaningful for you and your family. 
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15. You, my dear students, will be gathered randomly in groups of four 
students, in order to socialize the experiences, you had during the 
homework activity, so you will choose which is the most relevant and 
complete as well as catchy, in order to be developed and explained in 
the final project which is the master-chef 
 
16. Writing and speaking 
You will write your recipe implementing vocabulary and grammar 
about quantifiers, it will be presented by sample drafts which will be 
checked by the teacher in order to be corrected and set in the oral 
speech.  
 
17. Task development 
You are going to wear a chef costume and bring some kitchen 
equipment to cook the recipe in from of the class you should explain 
and develop the recipe using the vocabulary you have already learned. 
You also should share a piece of the recipe with the jury. 
 
Learn from the retro 
alimentation 
Assessment  
The jury will be made up by three teachers who will be in charge of assessing 
aspects such as: 
Team work, recipe explanation, English fluency, use of the proposed 
vocabulary, complexity of the recipe and creativity. 
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Close up 
You are going to set the food on a table where they display to the others their 
dish, so that everyone has the opportunity to share and enjoy others recipes. 
 
Learning from self-
evaluation 
It is really important that you evaluate your progress, match with an X what 
you consider your advancement. 
 
NOW I KNOW HOW TO  easy Not bad difficult 
Recognize the food, cooking 
verbs and quantifiers vocabulary 
in context. 
   
Produce the food, cooking verbs 
and quantifier’s vocabulary in 
context. 
   
Pronounce food vocabulary, 
cooking verbs and quantifiers in 
a good way 
   
Write the food vocabulary, the 
cooking verbs and quantifiers 
correctly 
   
Classify countable and 
uncountable food vocabulary  
   
Make the proposed exercises     
Understand the listening 
exercises. 
   
Participate in the games.    
Read in a comprehensible way 
recognizing the food, cooking 
verbs and quantifiers in the texts 
   
Write your own recipe using 
food, cooking verbs and 
quantifiers. 
   
Work in groups to prepare the 
last project activity. 
   
Work with responsibility and 
commitment in every activity.  
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GRADE BY THE TEACHER 
PERFORMANCE 
SUPERIOR 
PROGRESS 
HIGH PROGRESS BASIC PROGRESS LOW PROGRESS 
    
 
 
Write your comments about the development of this didactic unit.  
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
To speak in front of the class 
presenting my recipe. 
   
Speak in English because I have 
internalized the vocabulary in 
context. 
   
Participate in the activities in an 
enjoyable way. 
   
Share with my classmates    
Work with my course in an 
enjoyable way to get ahead a 
project. 
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Appendix 8. Informed consent 
CONSENTIMIENTO INFORMADO 
Activation of Perception Channels for Vocabulary Acquisition: A study 
with young EFL learners 
Respetados padres de familia y/o acudientes: 
 
El área de humanidades (Inglés) se ha propuesto implementar el proyecto de 
investigación titulado: Activation of Perception Channels for Vocabulary Acquisition: 
A study with young EFL learners cuyo propósito fundamentales es, encontrar el 
efecto de la implementación de una unidad didáctica basada en los canales de 
percepción, para transferir a los estudiantes de grado décimo de una retención de 
vocabulario de corto a largo plazo. Proceso que contribuirá a incrementar de manera 
sustancial la retención de vocabulario en inglés de los educandos con el fin de que 
éste sea un aporte para incrementar el desarrollo de las habilidades de la lengua 
extranjera Inglés. 
Para el alcance de estos propósitos, el proceso a desarrollar será efectuar 
entrevistas y test a los estudiantes, en primer lugar, posteriormente, se realizarán 
registros en audio y video de las sesiones de trabajo con el grupo 1003. Esto 
contribuirá, además, a estudiar la posibilidad de desarrollar otros proyectos de 
investigación correlacionados con el tema. 
Cabe aclarar que la participación  de su estudiante o acudido es de vital importancia 
en este proyecto y es de carácter voluntario. Si usted así lo decide, puede indicar 
que no es de su interés que él o ella participen y no se cuestionará su decisión ni 
se verá afectado en la nota correspondiente a la asignatura.  
En caso de aceptar la participación de su estudiante o acudido, se le garantiza: 
 El uso de nombres ficticios para proteger la identidad si usted lo prefiere 
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 Estricta confidencialidad con información que usted y su familia consideren que 
los pudiese afectar 
 La oportunidad de verificar las declaraciones hechas en las entrevistas y la 
interpretación que se haga de ellas 
 Que el proyecto no tendrá incidencia alguna en sus evaluaciones y calificaciones 
 Que se le responderá cualquier duda que le genere el proyecto 
Agradezco de antemano su autorización para contar con su hijo o acudido como 
participante en este proyecto. 
 
Cordialmente, 
Lic. Constanza Vargas Murcia   
Investigadora Principal   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
AUTORIZACIÓN 
Yo ________________________________________ identificado(a) con C.C. 
No. ______________ de_____________________ y como acudiente de 
______________________________ del grado ______________ de la jornada 
_____________ SI__ NO__ lo(a) autorizo para que participe del proyecto de 
investigación: Desarrollo del pensamiento crítico a través de la escritura 
documentada como un aporte a la estructuración del proyecto de vida en 
estudiantes de ciclo V. 
 
Firma: _______________________ 
C.C.    _______________________ 
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Appendix 9. School consent. 
CONSENTIMIENTO DEL COLEGIO 
Activation of Perception Channels for Vocabulary Acquisition: A study 
with young EFL learners 
Respetado Rectora y Consejo Académico 
 
Yo, Constanza Vargas Murcia, docente de planta del colegio Kimy Pernía 
Domicó I.E.D estoy realizando mi estudio de maestría en educación con 
énfasis en didáctica de la lengua extranjera- Inglés en la universidad Libre. 
Como investigadora, me he  propuesto implementar el proyecto de 
investigación titulado: Activation of Perception Channels for Vocabulary 
Acquisition: A study with young EFL learners. Cuyo propósito fundamental es, 
encontrar el efecto de la implementación de una unidad didáctica basada en 
los canales de percepción, para transferir a los estudiantes de grado décimo de 
una retención de vocabulario de corto a largo plazo. Proceso que contribuirá a 
desarrollar de manera sustancial la retención de vocabulario en inglés de los 
educandos, con el fin de que éste sea un aporte para incrementar el desarrollo 
de las habilidades de la lengua extranjera Inglés; así como, aportar al alcance 
de mejores resultados en la prueba Saber 11 que redunden en el mejoramiento 
de la calidad de vida de nuestros estudiantes. 
Esta investigación llevada a cabo con el grupo 1003 contribuirá, además, a 
estudiar la posibilidad de desarrollar otros proyectos de investigación 
correlacionados con el tema. 
Cabe aclarar que la participación  de los estudiantes del grupo 1003 es de vital 
importancia en este proyecto, y que se tendrá en cuenta todos los requerimientos 
éticos para la realización de dicha investigación.   
 
Agradezco de antemano su autorización y apoyo para la realización de dicho 
proyecto. 
Cordialmente, 
 
Constanza Vargas Murcia. 
Docente. 
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